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ABSTRACT 
In this dissertation we study some effects of allowing computational models that use 
parameters whose own computational complexity has a strong effect on the computa­
tional complexity of the languages computable from the model. V/e show that in the 
probabilistic and quantimi models there are parameter sets that allow one to obtain 
noncomputable outcomes. 
In Chapter 3 we define BP/gP the BPP class based on a coin with bias /?. We then 
show that if 13 is BPP-computable then it is the case that BP/jP = BPP. We also show 
that each language L in P/CLog is in BP/jP for some 0. Hence there are some 8 from 
which we can compute noncomputable languages. We also examine the robustness of 
the class BPP with respect to small variations from fairness in the coin. 
In Chapter 4 we consider measures that are based on polynomial-time computable 
sequences of biased coins in which the biases are bounded away from both zero and one 
(strongly positive P-sequences). We show that such a sequence 0 generates a measure 
yP equivalent to the uniform measure in the sense that if C is a class of languages closed 
under positive, polynomiaJ-time, truth-table reductions with queries of linear length then 
C has /i'^-mecisure zero if and only if it has measure zero relative to the uniform measure 
y.. The classes P, NP, BPP, P/Poly, PH, and PSPACE are among those to which this 
result applies. Thus the measures of these much-studied classes are robust with respect 
to changes of this type in the underlying probability measure. 
In Chapter 5 we introduce the quantum computation model and the quantum com­
plexity class BQP. We claim that the computational complexity of the amplitudes is 
vm 
a critical factor in determining the languages computable using the quantimi model. 
Using results from chapter 3 we show that the quantum model can also compute non-
computable languages from some amplitude sets. Finally, we determine a restriction on 
the amplitude set to limit the model to the range of languages implicit in others' typicaJ 
meaning of the class BQP. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
This dissertation deals with aspects of the use of randomness in computation. In 
particular Chapter 3 deals with the use of biased coins in computation. It explores 
the possibility that the value of the bias might contain encoded information that can 
be extracted through repeated tosses of the coin. In Chapter 4 we explore probability 
measures derived from an infinite sequence of biased coins each of which has a potentially 
different bias. We examine a condition under which two different measures derived from 
two different such sequences agree on a certain collection of meeisure zero sets. In 
Chapter 5 we relate the results in Chapter 3 to the quantimi computation model. There 
again we show that the amplitudes, the values that correspond to the probabilities in 
the probabilistic model, caxi contain encoded information that can be extracted during 
computation. 
Chapters 3, 4, and 5 are introduced separately in the following three sections of this 
introduction. 
1.1 Probabilistic Computation Using a Biased Coin 
We consider the languages in the class BPP to represent what may be feasibly com­
puted. These algorithms require time polynomial in the input size and a source of 
independent, uniformly random bits. Both requirements seem reasonable and practical 
and hence our identification of BPP languages as being feasible. The first requirement 
is the traditional definition of feasible computation. The second allows the algorithm 
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to use randomness to compute an answer that is correct with high probability. This 
Einswer has only an exponentially small probability of being incorrect and hence is quite 
adequate for many purposes. 
Working on factoring and primality testing, Berlekamp [11], Solovay and Strassen 
[72], and Rabin [56] were among the first to give probabilistic algorithms. Attacking 
the subject from the direction of probabilistic Turing machines, de Leeuw et. al. [24], 
Santos [60], and Gill [30, 31] were the pioneers. In addition, Gill was the first to define 
the class BPP. The BP operator was defined by Schoning [65] to study not only the 
class BPP but also AM, the Arthur-Merlin class of Babai [4]. 
In Chapter 3 of this dissertation we shall recaU and use Schoning's operator/witness 
version of BPP. To motivate the quantum model in Chapter 6 we shaU introduce an 
equivalent time-evolution operator formulation that uses a matrix multiplication tech­
nique to model a probabilistic Turing machine. It has more flexibility and provides a 
good intuitive introduction to the notation and ideas used with quantum computation. 
The standard definition of BPP relies on the uniform probability measure in one way 
or another depending on the formalization being used. This uniformity is introduced 
through fair coins in the Turing machine model, through probability measures in the 
operator model and through fair martingales in measure theoretic approaches. In Chap­
ter 3 we wiU modify the definition of the class BPP to use non-imiform distributions. 
In particidax we will consider classes analogous to BPP that are defined using measures 
based on independent tosses of a coin with bias If /3 is equal to the result is BPP. 
The complexity of the real parameter 0 will be shown to influence the complexity 
of the corresponding probabilistic class BP/JP. We will show that BPP = BP/JP in the 
case that 0 is polynomial-time computable. That is, if /? is not too complex then a 
fair coin can simulate a coin with bias /?. We will also define a new complexity class 
for real numbers, BPPCF- This class consists of real numbers computable by a BPP 
computation. For this class of /3's we wiU also show that BPP = BP^P. 
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The intuition that led us into this investigation was that one ought to be able to 
compute more complex languages given a more complex bias. We show in Chapter 3 
that in fact there are biases that allow us to compute non-recursive languages. The 
proof of this fact is achieved using advice closes. We show that each language in the 
advice class P/CLog is contained in some BP^P class and that each BP/jP class in turn 
is contained in P/Poly. Since P/CLog contains non-recursive languages we will have 
shown that for some /? at least BPP ^ BP/jP. 
In the final section of Chapter 3 we shall note that BP/jP algorithms can be very 
sensitive to small variations in the distribution of the random bits. Since any reaJ-world 
source of random bits, biased or unbiased, is unlikely to provide perfect distributions, 
we will propose a definition of robust-BP/jP, a robust form of BP^gP which is insensitive 
to small variations in the distribution. Many investigators [23, 59, 76, 75, 81, 82] have 
shown that various similar robust forms of BPP are equivalent to the standard BPP. 
That is, every language in BPP has a robust algorithm which can be used to decide it. 
We will show that robust-BP/jP is also equal to BPP. This strengthens our intuition 
that BPP represents the class of feasibly computable languages. 
1.2 Complexity Clsisses Under Measures Based on Sequences 
of Biased Coins 
Chapter 4 of this dissertation is joint work with Lutz [20]. 
Intuitively, suppose that a language A C {0,1}' is chosen according to a random ex­
periment in which an independent toss of a fair coin is used to decide whether each string 
is in A. Then classical Lebesgue measure theory (described in [33, 54], for example) iden­
tifies certain measure 0 sets X of languages, for which the probability that A£ X in this 
experiment is 0. Effective measure theory, which says what it means for a set of decid-
able languages to have measure 0 as a subset of the set of aJl such languages, has been 
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investigated by Freidzon [29], Mehlhom [52], and others. The resource-bounded measure 
theory introduced by Lutz [43] is a powerful generalization of Lebesgue measure. Special 
cases of resource-bounded measure include classical Lebesgue measure; a strengthened 
version of effective measure; and most importantly, measures in E = DTIME(2''"*^), 
Ea = DTIME(2''°''^'"""^), and other complexity classes. The small subsets of such a 
complexity class are then the measure 0 sets; the large subsets are the measure 1 sets 
(complements of measure 0 sets). We say that almost every language in a complexity 
class C has a given property if the set of languages in C that exhibit the property has 
measure 1 in C. 
All work to date on the measure-theoretic structure of complexity classes has em­
ployed the resource-bounded measure that is described briefly and intuitively above. 
This resource-boimded measure is based on the uniform probability measure, corre­
sponding to the fact that the coin tosses are fair and independent in the above-described 
random experiment. The uniform probability measure has been a natural and fruitful 
starting point for the investigation of resource-bounded measure (just as it was for the 
investigation of classical measure), but there are good reasons to also investigate re­
source bounded measures that axe based on other probability measures. For example, 
the study of such alternative resource-bounded measures may be expected to have the 
following benefits. 
(i) The study will enable us to determine which results of resource-bounded measure 
are particular to the imiform probability measure and which are not. This, in turn, 
will provide some criteria for identifying contexts in which the uniform probability 
measiure is, or is not, the natural choice. 
(ii) The study is likely to help us understand how the complexity of the underlying 
probability measure interacts with other complexity paxaxneters, especially in such 
areas as algorithmic information theory, average case complexity, cryptography, 
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and computation£j learning, where the variety of probability measures already 
plays a major role. 
(iii) The study will provide new tools for proving results concerning resource-bounded 
measure based on the uniform probability measure. 
Chapter Four initiates the study of resource-boimded measures that are based on 
nonuniform probability measures. 
Let {0,1}°° be the set of all languages A C {0,1}'. (The set {0,1}°° is often called 
Cantor sipace.) Given a probability measure v on {0,1}°° (a term defined precisely 
below), section 4.1 of this paper describes the basic ideas of resource-bounded i/-measure, 
generaiizing definitions and results from [43, 45, 44] to i/ in a natural way. In paxticular, 
section 4.1 specifies what it means for a set X C {0,1}°° to have p-zx-measure 0 (written 
fp(Ar) = 0), p-i/-mezisure 1, ^'-measure 0 in E (written u{X\E) = 0), i/-measure 1 in E, 
i/-measure 0 in Ej, or i/-measure 1 in Ej. 
Most of the results in Chapter Four concern a restricted (but broad) class of prob­
ability measures on {0,1}°°, namely, coin-toss probability measures that are given by 
P- computable, strongly positive sequences of biases. These probability measures axe 
described intuitively in the following paragraphs (and precisely in Chapter 2). 
Given a sequence = { f3o , /3 i ,02 , - - - )  of real numbers (biases) Pi € [0,1], the coin-
toss probability measure (also cailed the product probability measure) given by /3 is the 
probability measure (j,^ on {0,1}°° that corresponds to the random experiment in which 
a language A G {0,1}°° is chosen probabilistically as follows. For each string 5,- in the 
standard enumeration SQ, 5I,52,... of {0,1}*, we toss a special coin, whose probability 
is (3i of coming up heads, in which case s,- 6 A, and 1 — Pi of coming up tails, in which 
case Si ^ A. The coin tosses are independent of one another. 
In the special case where P = {P,P^P,...), i.e., the biases in the sequence P are all 
P, we write for In paxticular, ^2 is the uniform probability measure, which, in 
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the literature of resource-bounded measure, is denoted simply by ii. 
A sequence = (/3O,/3I,/92J •. •) biases is strongly positive if there is a real number 
^ > 0 such that each /?,- € [^, 1 — ^]- The sequence is ^-computable (and we call it 
a V-sequences of biases) if there is a polynomial-time algorithm that, on input (5,-,0''), 
computes a rational approximation of (3i to within 2"'". 
In section 4.2, we prove the Summable Equivalence Theorem, which implies that, if 
a and /? are strongly positive P-sequences of biases that are "close" to one another, in 
the sense that — Al < oo, then for every set X C {0,1}°°, 
= 0  4(,x)= 0 .  
That is, the p-measure based on a and the p- measure based on (3 axe in absolute 
agreement as to which sets of languages are small. 
In general, if a and /? are not in some sense close to one another, then the p-measures 
based on a and P need not agree in the above manner. For example, if a,/3 € [0,1], 
oc^ 13, and 
= |a € {0,1}~| Um 2-" IA n {0,1}"| = a} , 
then a routine extension of the Weak Stochasticity Theorem of [47] shows that fi°{Xa) = 
1, while fi^{Xa) = 0. 
Notwithstanding this example, many applications of resource- bounded measure do 
not involve arbitrary sets X C {0,1}°°, but rather are concerned with the measures of 
complexity classes and other closely related classes of languages. Many such classes of 
interest, including P, NP, co-NP, R, BPP, AM, P/Poly, PH, PSPACE, etc., are closed 
under positive, polynomial-time truth-table reductions (<po3_tt-reductions), and their 
intersections with E are closed under <p(,s_tt-reductions with linear bounds on the lengths 
of the queries ( <p^Iitt-reductions). 
The main theorem of Chapter 4 is the Bias Equivalence Theorem. This result, 
proven in section 4.6, says that, for every class C of languages that is closed under 
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<p^°tt"reductions, the p-measxire of C is somewhat robust with respect to changes in 
the underlying probability measure. Specifically, if a ajid ^ axe strongly positive P-
• • P lin 
sequences of biases ajid C is a clziss of languages that is closed imder <p^_tt-reductions, 
then the Bias Equivalence Theorem says that 
4(,c) = 0 <=(• 4iC) = 0. 
To put the matter differently, for every strongly positive P-sequence /? of bicises and 
p II-» , 
every class C that is closed imder <p^_tt-reductions, 
4(0 = 0 ,<p(C) = 0. 
This result implies that most applications of resource-boimded measure to date can 
be immediately generalized from the uniform probability measure (in which they were 
developed) to axbitraxy coin-toss probability measures given by strongly positive P-
sequences of biases. 
The Bias Equivalence Theorem also offers the following new technique for proving 
resource-bounded measure results. If C is a class that is closed under <p^" (j-reductions, 
then in order to prove that fJ.p{C) = 0, it suffices to prove that = 0 for some 
conveniently chosen strongly positive P-sequence (3 of biases. (The Bias Equivalence 
Theorem has already been put to this use in the forthcoming paper [48].) 
The plausibility and consequences of the hypothesis ^p(NP) ^ 0 are subjects of 
recent and ongoing research [51, 47, 36, 49, 46, 21, 48]. The Bias Equivalence Theorem 
inmiediately implies that the following three statements are equivalent. 
(HI) Mp(NP) ^ 0. 
(H2) For every strongly positive P-sequence p of biases, /x^(NP) ^ 0. 
(H3) There exists a strongly positive P-sequence P of biases such that ^^(NP) ^ 0. 
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The statements (H2) and (H3) axe thus new, equivalent formulations of the hypothesis 
(HI). 
The proof of the Bias Equivalence Theorem uses three main tools. The first is 
the Suramable Equivalence Theorem, which we have eilready discussed. The second is 
the MartingaJe Dilation Theorem, which is proven in section 4.4. This result concerns 
martingales (defined in section 4.1), which axe the betting algorithms on which resource-
bounded measure is based. Roughly speaJdng, the Martingale Dilation Theorem gives a 
method of transforming ("dilating") a martingale for one coin-toss probability measure 
into a martingale for another, perhaps very different, coin-toss probability meeisure, 
provided that the former measure is obtained from the latter via an "orderly" truth-
table reduction. 
The third tool is the Positive Bias Reduction Theorem, which is presented in sec-
tion 4.5. If a and (3 are two strongly positive sequences of biases that axe exactly 
P-computable (with no approximation), then the positive bias reduction of a to /3 is a 
truth-table reduction (in fact, an orderly <p^'!Ltt-reduction) that uses the sequence 0 
to "approximately simulate" the sequence Q. It is especially crucial for our main result 
that this reduction is efficient and positive. (The circuits constructed by the truth-table 
reduction contain AND gates and OR gates, but no NOT gates.) 
The Simmiable Equivalence Theorem, the Maxtingale Dilation Theorem, and the 
Positive Bias Reduction Theorem are developed and used here only as tools to prove 
our main result. Nevertheless, these three results are of independent interest, and axe 
likely to be useful in future investigations. 
1.3 Parameter Complexity for Quantum Computation 
Quantum computation is a topic receiving a lot of attention in recent yeaxs. If its 
techniques can be implemented in physical machines it will provide an important new 
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computational paradigm for oxir use. 
The earlier work on quantimi models [28, 25,12] received a boost recently when Shor 
[67] gave polynomial-time, quantimi aJgorithms for two very well-known and very im­
portant problems, factoring and the discrete logarithm. These problems were previously 
not known to be polynomial-time computable with deterministic techniques. 
Following others in the area [12], in Chapter 5 we will provide an introduction to 
quantum computation based on probabilistic computation. Whereas each transition 
in a probabilistic computation has a probability, i.e., a real number between 0 and 
1, associated with it, in a quantum computation we associate with each transition a 
complex number called the amplitude. These amplitudes play a role very similar to the 
biases for the coins we have used to define probability distributions in Chapters 3 and 
4. 
Paralleling what we did in Chapter 3, we will show that one caji encode information 
into the amplitudes that can later be extracted during the computation. This allows 
one to compute noncomputable languages using quajitimi methods. 
We believe that the beisic definitions of the field need to be revised to take into 
account this phenomenon. The complexity of the amplitudes needs to be one of the 
basic parameters of the classes defined by quantum methods. Recent papers ([9] and 
[67] for example) suggest that the amplitudes satisfy a computability requirement similar 
to the one we propose. That is, the basic class of quantum computation, BQP, should 
be defined in terms of amplitudes for which one can compute logarithmically many bits 
in polynomial time. 
We extend this idea by defining classes BQP[5] for sets of amplitudes S other than 
that proposed above. In Chapter 5 we also provide a link between BP/jP and BQP by 
showing that BP^P C BQP[{0,/3,1 — /?,!}]. This allows us to carry our results from 
probabilistic computation over to quantimi computation. In particular, it follows that 
BQP[5] contains noncomputable languages for some choices of S. 
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Whereas in Chapter 3 we will show that P/CLog cind P/Poly provide lower and 
upper bounds for BP^P, in Chapter 5 we show that BQP[ECF] Q Since our class 
BQP[ECF] corresponds to the 'usual' quantum polynomial-time language class BQP, we 
will have shown that the Ijinguages of BQP are computable. 
11 
CHAPTER 2 PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATION 
2.1 Basic Definitions and Notation 
In this thesis, N denotes the set of all nonnegative integers, Z denotes the set of all 
integers, Z"*" denotes the set of all positive integers, Q denotes the set of all rational 
numbers, D denotes the set of all dyadic rational numbers(f.e., those expressible with a 
power of two in the denominator), R denotes the set of all real numbers, and C denotes 
the set of all complex numbers. 
We are interested in the computability of real and complex numbers in the sense 
given by Ko [41]. We say that a function f : {0}* —D is a Cauchy function for a 
real nimiber x if for every n € N we have lv(0") — xj < 2~". For a given real number 
X we call the set of all such functions CF{x). If CF{x) contains a polynomial-time 
computable function then we say x is polynomial-time computable. We denote the 
set of all polynomial-time computable real mmibers by PCF- We define the class of 
exponential-time computable real numbers ECF as the set of real numbers x for which 
there is a function in CF{x) which is computable in (9(2''"*") time. A complex number is 
polynomial-time (exponential-time) computable if both its real and its imaginary parts 
are polynomial-time (exponential-time) computable. 
We write {0,1}* for the set of all (finite, binary) strings, and we write |a:| for the 
length of a string x. The empty string, A, is the unique string of length 0. The standard 
enumeration of {0,1}* is the sequence sq = A,si = 0,52 = = 00,..., ordered first 
by length and then lexicographically. For x, y 6 {0,1}*, we write x < y if x precedes y 
12 
in this standard enumeration. For n 6 N, {0,1}" denotes the set of zill strings of length 
n, and {0,1}-" denotes the set of all strings of length at most n. 
If X is a string or zui (infinite, binary) sequence^ and if 0 < i < j < |x|, then is 
the string consisting of the through bits of x. In particvilar, x[0..i — 1] is the i-bit 
prefix of X. We write x[i] for x[z..i], the bit of x. (Note that the leftmost bit of x is 
z[0], the 0'** bit of i.) 
K It; is a string and a: is a string or sequence, then we write to C x if is a prefix of 
X,  i . e . ,  i f  t he re  i s  a  s t r ing  o r  sequence  y  such  tha t  x  =  wy .  
The Boolean value of a condition <f> is |[0| = if 0 then 1 else 0. 
In this thesis we use both the binary logarithm log a = logj a and the natural 
logarithm In a = logj a. 
Many of the functions in this thesis are real-valued functions on discrete domains. 
These typically have the form 
/ : N'' X {0,1}" —^ R, (2.1) 
where J € N. (If </ = 0, we interpret this to mean that / : {0,1}' —y R.) Such a 
function / is defined to be "^computable if there is a function 
/ : N X N'' X {0,1}' —> Q (2.2) 
with the following two properties. 
(i) For all r, ATI, ..., fed € N and w € {0,1}*, 
| / (r,A:i , . . . , fcd,iw) -  f{k i , . . . , kd ,w) \  <  2~^  
(ii) There is an algorithm that, on input (r, A:i,..., u;), computes the value 
f{r,ki,. ..,kd,w) in {r + ki+ ... +kd + |it;|)°^^^ time. 
Similarly, / is defined to be ^2-computable if there is a function / as in (2.2) that satisfies 
condition (i) above and the following condition. 
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(ii') There is an algorithm that, on input (r, fci,..., Ar^, tu), computes the value /(r, fci,.. . ,  t o )  
time. 
In this thesis, functions of the form (2.1) frequently have the form 
/:N''x{0,l}'—•(O.oo) 
or the form 
f  - .N 'x  {0, !}• —t (0,11. 
If such a function is p-computable or p2-computable, then we assimie without loss of 
generality that the approximating function / of (2.2) actually has the form 
/ : N  x N ' '  X {0,1}'—>-Qn[0,oo) 
or the fonn 
/ : N X X {0,1}* —J- Q n [0,1], 
respectively. 
2.2 Probability Measures on Cantor Space 
In this section, we develop basic elements of resource-bounded measure based on an 
arbitrary (Borel) probability measure u. The ideas here generalize the corresponding 
ideas of "ordinary" resource-bounded measure (based on the uniform probability mea­
sure //) in a straightforward and natural way, so our presentation is relatively brief. The 
reader is referred to [43, 44] for additional discussion. 
We work in the Cantor space {0,1}°°, consisting of aJl languages A C {0,1}*. We 
identify each language A with its characteristic sequence^ which is the infinite binary 
sequence xa defined by 
XA[n] = l5„ 6 A} 
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for each n 6 N. Relying on this identification, we also consider {0, l}°°to be the set of 
all infinite binary sequences. 
For each string w € {0,1}", the cylinder generated by w is the set 
Note that Ca = {0,1}°°. 
We first review the well-known notion of a (Borel) probability measure on {0,1}°°. 
Definition. A probability measure on {0, l}°°is a function 
:/:{0,ir —>[0,1] 
such that f(A) = 1, and for all to € {0,1}*, 
u{w)  =  u{wO)  +  u{w\ ) .  
Intuitively, u{w)  is the probability that A € C,,, when we "choose a language A €  
{0,1}°° according to the probability measure u.'" We sometimes write u{C^) for ^{w). 
It is easy to see that for each n 6 N, this definition also gives a probability measures 
on {0,1}", I.e., Z)(u,|=n= 1- We shall use the symbol i/{w) to represent both the 
probability measure on {0,1}°° and for each n, the probability measure on {0,1}" where 
|i«( = n. The usage will be clear from context. 
Examples. 
1. The uniform probability measure n is defined by 
H{w)  =  2-1^1  
for all u; € {0,1}'. 
2. A sequence of biases is a sequence 13 = (;Soi/5i,y52> • • •)> where each /3i 6 [0,1]. 
Given a sequence of biases /3, the /3—coin-toss probability measure (aJso called the 
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^-product probability measure) is the probability measure defined by 
H-i 
/(w) = n ((1 - A") • (1 -«'[»])+A •«'[»]) 
1=0 
for all tu 6 {0,1}*. 
3. li /3 = Po = /3i = 02 = •• ••, then we write for fi^ . In this case, we have the 
simpler formula 
fi^iw) = (1 - /?)*M -
where denotes the number of 6's in w. Note that fi2 = /x. 
Intuitively, is the probability that w Q A when the language A C {0,1}' is 
chosen probabilistically according to the foUowing random experiment. For each string 
Si in the standard enumeration So,Si,S2>--- of {0,1}", we (independently of all other 
strings) toss a special coin, whose probability is of coming up heads, in which case 
Si G A, and 1 — 0i of coming up tails, in which case s,- 0 A. 
Definition. A probability measure u on {0, l}°°is positive if, for all iju € {0,1}*, > 
0. 
Definition. I f i s  a  p o s i t i v e  p r o b a b i l i t y  m e a s u r e  a n d  u ,  u  €  { 0 , 1 } ' ,  t h e n  t h e  conditional 
u-measure of u given v is 
1 if u C u 
u{u \v )  =  < if 71 I 7/ 
"(v) i= " 
0 otherwise. 
Note that v{u\v) is the conditional probability that A € C„, given that A € C„, 
when A E {0,1}°° is chosen according to the probability measure u. 
Most of this thesis concerns the following special tjrpe of probability measure. 
Definition. A probability measure u on {0, l}°°is strongly positive if (1/ is positive and) 
the re  i s  a  cons tan t  (J  >  0  such  tha t ,  fo r  a l l  iw  6  {0 ,1} '  and  b  6  {0 ,1} ,  u{wb\w)  >  S .  
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Definition. A sequence of biases /? = {0o,/3i,02J  • is strongly positive if there is a 
constant J > 0 such that, for all t 6 N, /?,• € [^ , 1 — 
If /? is a sequence of biases, then the following two observations are clear. 
1. is positive if and only if /S,- G (0,1) for all i € N. 
2. If is positive, then for each w € {0,1}*, 
H^{wO\w)  = 
and 
y.^{wl\w) = /3|^|. 
It follows immediately from these two things that the probability measure is strongly 
positive if and only if the sequence of biases /? is strongly positive. 
In this thesis, we are primarily interested in strongly positive probability measures 
u that are pncomputable in the sense above. 
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CHAPTER 3 PROBABILISTIC COMPUTATION UNDER 
BIASED COIN DISTRIBUTIONS 
The following is a standard definition of the CIEISS BPP of botinded-error, probabilis­
tic, polynomial-time computable languages. 
Definition. 
A language L C {0,1}* is in the class BPP if and only if there exist a language A € P 
and a pol3aiomial q{n) such that for every x € {0,1}*, 
[{to 6 {0,1}^^*^*^! <x,w >€ A  X €  L} \  3 
29(1^1) ^ 4' 
In this definition the strings designated by to, called the witnesses for or against x, 
can be thought of as sequences of random bits or coin tosses. Intuitively, the definition 
says that of all possible witnesses, at least three-quaxters of them give the right answer 
when 'asked' whether x is in L. The equation can be restated in terms of the uniform 
distribution as fi € {0,< x,w >€ A x G 
There is nothing unique about the fraction | in the definition. It could just as easily 
be ciny real constant strictly greater thaa j and less than 1. The | can also be amplified 
to 1 — for an arbitrary polynomial [66]. 
The class BPP is frequently defined in terms of coin-tossing Turing machines. These 
represent polynomial-time algorithms that may depend on the result of the flip of a fair 
coin to determine their next action. All stajidard definitions of BPP depend on the fact 
that the coin is fair or the witness string is chosen uniformly at random from the set of 
all strings of the given length. 
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In this chapter we investigate the results of using a biased coin, i.e., one with proba­
bility P of producing a one and complementary probability 1 — of producing zero. We 
will see that while a biased coin can always compute those languages computable with 
a fair coin, the reverse is not true. We will show that some biased coins can compute 
languages that a fair coin cannot. 
In the last section of this chapter we investigate variable-bias coins. These are sources 
of random bits whose probability of producing a one are not known precisely or that 
vary within certain limits. We wiU show that there is a robust definition of the class 
BPP that is resistajit to such less-than-perfect random sources. 
3.1 The Class BPy^P 
We are interested in BPP classes that axe based on probability distributions other 
than the uniform distribution. We can define these measure-dependent versions of BPP 
as follows. 
Definition. 
Let i/ be a probability measure on {0,1}°°. A language L C {0,1}' is in the class 
BP^P if and only if there exist a language A 6 P and a polynomial q{n) such that for 
every x 6 {0,1}', 
i^{{w € {0,1}'^'"^'^! < x,w >e A X € L}) > 
Again, this says that three-quarters of the witnesses give the correct answer when 
asked if x is in L. However this time the measure determining what constitutes three-
fourths is given by u. 
In Chapter 2 we defined ;3-biased-coin probability measures, They independently 
give each bit of a witness string probability /? of being 1 and probability 1 — /3 oi being 
0 for some 0 < /? < 1. 
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We will write BP^P for BP AP to designate the bounded error, probabilistic, poly-
H-
noroial time class given by the /S-biased-coin probability measure. It is clearly the case 
that BPP = BP^P. In the remainder of this section we will investigate the relationship 
between BP^P and BPP. We shall do this in terms of the resource-boimded computabil-
ity of the bias (3. 
As is typicaJ for probabilistic classes, it will be convenient to have an amplified version 
of the definition. This is one in which the constant | is replaced by 1 — for an 
arbitrary polynomicd p.  This is achieved by running polynomially majiy simulations of 
the computation and taking the majority answer. 
In proving the amplification result just mentioned, as well as in proving many of 
the other lemmas and theorems in this section, we will find the Chemoff bounds useful. 
They put limits on the probability that the actual number of ones in a randomly selected 
s t r ing is  very  di f ferent  f rom the  expected number  of  ones .  I f  a  s t r ing w i s  of  length  n 
and ^ is the probability that any given bit is 1, then the expected number of I's in t/; is 
n^. 
Theorem 3.1.1 (Chemoff). [22, 32] 
If S  is the number of I's in a string of length n and /? is the probability that any one 
of the bits is a 1, then 
Pr (5 < (1 — £)n/3) < and 
Our first use of the Chemoff bounds will be to prove the following BP/jP amplification 
lemma. 
Lemma 3.1.2 (BP^P Amplification). 
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If L 6 BP/jP and r is any polynomial, then there exist a language A £ P and a 
polynomial q such that for every x 6 {0,1}* we have 
ix^ I I W  € {0,1}'^'''^! < X , W > € A ^  x e L } ) > l -
Proof. 
Let a polynomial r(n) be given. Let t {n)  = 48r(n) and let B and s(n) witness that 
L G BP/jP.  I .e . ,  6  {0,1} '^ '^ '^!  <  X,  I t ;  >6  B x € L})  > |  for al l  s t r ings  x .  
We are going to concatenate <(|x|) witnesses Ui, U2, -.., «t(|x|) to obtain a longer wit­
ness w. To simplify the notation we define the function 5(< x,w >) : {0,1}" N that 
counts those component witnesses that satisfy < x, Ui >6 B. Set 
|{i| < x,u.->G 5}| if It; = uiu2...ut(|x|), |u,| = s(|x|) 
S [ <  X j i t J  > )  =  <  
I 0 if u; is not of this form 
Let A = {< x ,w > I S{< X, w >) > <(|x|)/2}. Intuitively, A concatenates t  witnesses 
and uses a majority vote to decide membership. Set q{n) = t{n)s{n), the length of the 
witnesses in the definition of A. The function q is polynomial since t ajid s axe. 
For X in L each < x, u,- > is in fi with /x^-probability greater than | . Thus, by 
applying the Chemoff boimd with e = j and n = ^(|x|), we have: 
€ {0,1}'^'^'^! < x,w >e A}) 
=  / ' r ( s ( < i , t o > ) > ( l - i ) - i ( W ) j )  
= 1 - Pr ^5(< i.iu >) < (1 - i)-((III)-
> 1 _ 
> 1 
>  1 - 2 - ^  
>  1 - 2 - ^  
= 1 — 
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Similaxly, for x  not in L each < x, u,- > is in B with /x'^-probability less than j so we 
have: 
6 {0,1}'^'''^! <x,w>e A})  
«(|ar|)\ 
(• Pr S{< x ,w >)  < 
>  / ' r ^ 5 ( < a : , u ; > ) < ( l  +  ^ ) - f ( | a ; | ) - i j  
=  1 - P r ^ 5 ' ( < x , u ; > )  >  ( l  +  ^ ) - i ( | x l ) - ^ ^  
> 1 _ e-(?)'-'{W)-H 
> 1 _ 
1 o-^ = 1 — 2 " 
Amplification lerrmieis such as the previous one tell us that by repeating membership 
trials a polynomial number of times we can make the error in probabilistic algorithms 
exponentially small. This strengthens our belief that probabilistic algorithms form the 
best model for feasible computation since for most real problems an exponentially prob­
ability of error is acceptable. 
3.1.1 The relationship between BP/jP and BPP 
The first question we ask and partially answer is: For which (3  does BP^P = BPP? 
We will show that for 0 < < 1 the inclusion BPP C BP/jP holds. In the other direction 
the inclusion depends on our ability to 'simulate' a coin with bias (3 using a fair coin. 
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This is easily done with a rational bias or even a polynomial-time computable bias. We 
will extend this ability to 'QW-computable biases. 
The standaxd technique for simulating a fair coin using an unfair coin is due to 
von Neumann [77]. His trick allows us to prove that for every 0 < /? < 1 we have 
BPP C BP^gP. The technique involves working with pairs of coin tosses. We toss the 
imfair coin twice. If the tosses match we discard the residt and flip again repeating as 
necessary until we get an unmatched pair of flips. When the coins do not match we use 
the first as our result. Since the probability of a 01 pair is (1 — /?)/? and the probability 
of a 10 pair is /3(1 — /?) we see that 01, yielding 0, and 10, yielding 1, are equally likely 
and we have simulated a fair coin. This idea underlies the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.1.3. 
If 0 < /? < 1, then BPP C BPp?. 
Proof. 
Let L € BPP, then there exist a language A 6 P and a polynomial q{n)  with non-
negative integer coefficients such that for every a: 6 {0,1}', 
Set S = 2/?(l — 0) .  Then S is the probability that two bits, each with probability 
/3 of being I, wiU not match. Chose a polynomiai r(n) with even coefficients that 
simultaneously satisfies r(n) > Aq{n)/S and r{n) > 16hi(8)/(J. One such polynomial is 
Next we define a transformation r that will implement the simulation we described 
in the pauragraph preceding this theorem. The intuition is that we consider the bits of a 
string of length r(n) pairwise, discard any pairs that are either 00 or 11, and drop the 
second bit from any pair that is either 10 or 01 as given in the von Neumann simulation. 
We will subsequently use the first q{n) bits of T{W) if there are that many. 
fj. ({iw € {0, < X, lu >€ A X € 
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Define r ; {0, {Q, 1}* as follows 
r(A) = A 
r(a;00y) = r(a;)r(i/) 
T { x l l y )  =  r { x ) T { y )  
r(a:10y) = r(a:)lr(y) 
r(x01j/) = T {x ) O T { y ) .  
We now use r to build a language B € P to witness that L € BP^P. 
Let 
B = {< x ,w > \  lio] = r(|2|), |r(to)| > ^(Ixl), < x, r(u;)[0..9(|xl) - 1] >G A}.  
Then since the bits of w were chosen according to they are independent and for 
those w with |T(ti;)| > g(|z() we will have r(ti;)[0..9(|x|) — 1] uniformly distributed over 
{0, 
Next we show that the set of W  for which T { W )  has length less than g(|x|) is small. 
We have chosen r(|z() to be at least Aq{\x\))l5. Since the probability of a 'useful' pair 
of bits is S, the expected length of T{W) is at least 2g(|x|), far in excess of the <7(|x|) we 
need in the definition of B. The ChemofF bounds tells us that for w of length r(n) we 
have 
Pr (|T(UJ)1 < q{n))  < Pr ^LR(TI;)L < 
= Pr (irMK (l - i) 
< e~ 2 
_rl2l£ < e '8 
< e"'"® 
1 
8 '  
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Thus for every string x, 
Ij P ({tiJ 6 {0, < x , w  > €  B  -4=^ X  6 L}) 
> 11^ ({w € {0,1}''W)| |r(„)| > ,(|x|), 
< X, r(u;)[0..g(|x|) — 1] >€ A x 6 L}) 
•f t  ({to G {0, < x,w >E A X 6 £-}) 
>  I . I  
- 8 8 
3 
^ 4' 
Hence, since r(n) is a polynomial, ajid B is in P, we have L 6 BP/jP. • 
The reverse inclusion, BP^P C BPP fails for some (3. Intuitively, one reason this 
is true is because we can encode information in the bias and extract it during the 
computation. In fact, we can compute non-recursive languages using the information 
coded in the bias. To show this we will relate BP/jP to advice classes. 
Definition. 
If C is a class of languages, !F a class of functions mapping N into {0, Ij'and L is a 
language,  then we say L 6  if  there  exis t  a  language A G C and a  funct ion h ^  !F 
such that  L = {x\  < x, / i( |x |)  >6 A}. 
We caJl C/.F an advice class and call h an advice function for L. 
We will use the fimction classes CLog and Poly defined next, to form the advice 
classes P/CLog and P/Poly respectively. (Note: The class P/CLog has also recently been 
studied by Hermo [34], who calls it Pref-P/log. Her work cites Ko [40] on the related 
class STRONG-P/log which she Cedls Full-P/log.) P/CLog and P/Poly will provide 
lower and upper boimds for the BP/jP classes. The cumulative log functions in CLog axe 
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the functions mapping integers to strings that are cumulative, i.e., f{n) • /(n + 1), auid 
whose values axe 0(log n) in length. CLog provides us with a class of advice functions 
that grow very slowly in length. The growth is slow enough to allow us to use the 
Chemoff bounds to guarantee that flipping coins can extract all of the information 
encoded in the advice string. 
Definition. 
A function /i: N {0,1}* is in the class CLog if it satisfies 
(i) h{n)  C h{n + 1) and 
(ii) |/i(n)| = O(logn). 
A function /i: N —{0,1}* is in the class Poly if it satisfies |/i(n)| = 0(n ' ' )  for some 
Advice classes such as P/Poly and P/CLog are imcoimtable and therefore contain 
non-recursive languages. The next theorem says that with the right bias, we can compute 
some of these non-recursive languages using BP^P algorithms. 
The following technical lemma is a specialization of the Chemoff bounds adapted to 
our needs in the theorem that it precedes. 
Lemma 3.1.4. 
I f ^ < / ? < ^ ,  n > 6  -  3 ^ ^ ,  a n d  t / ;  i s  t h e  p r o p o r t i o n  o f  s u c c e s s e s  i n  n independent 
trials of a Bernoulli experiment each trial having probability ^ of success, then 
k .  
Equivalently, if xb is the proportion of I's in string 2, then 
Proof. 
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The Chemoff bound, with S = i>n gives us 
Pr{\rp  — P \  > e(3)  <  2e~^~^.  
By hypothesis || < /? < ^, thus, 
Pr(\ i l ; -0 \> < 26"^ .  
Letting S"*" = yields 
_ / . L.\ 3—»*.27^.|SN 
Pr (1^ — /? I > 3 j < 2e liTi? . 
Since n > 6 • 3^^, 
3~^*-a7^-lSn 27*-15-8 1 2e 192-3-27 < 2e W^-S-JT < —. 
4 
• 
Theorem 3.1.5. 
If L € P/CLog then there exists 0 < /? < 1, such that L € BP^P. 
Proof. 
Let L € P/CLog be given. Then there exist a language A € P,  s .  constant c € N, 
and a  CLog advice  funct ion / i  :  N —)• {0 ,1}"  that  sa t is fy  \h{n) \  <  c  •  logn,  and L = 
{i| < x,/i(|x|) >€ A}. 
Since h{n)  C k{n + 1), the sequence z  = liin„_».oo h{n)  is well defined. 
Define / : {0, l}°° —)• R by f { z )  = | + ^ Y. % Q  • 3"''. This yields a real number 
between 5/9 and 2/3 whose ternary expansion begins with 0.12 and that contains no 
other Is. We use a ternary encoding without is to obtain a totally disconnected set of 
reals and to make / 1-1. With the standard binary interpretation of sequences as reals, 
for example, 1010011111... and 101010000... would both map to the same real number. 
Our representation avoids this complication. 
Set ( 3  = f { z ) .  We shall show that L  6 BP/jP. 
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The function / is 1-1. Further, it is the case that for any rt,r2 € range(/) with 
[ri — ral < and /"^(rj) agree in their first k bits. 
For an input x  of length m we need to recover the initial fc = clogm bits of z .  By the 
previous lemma and the comment above about /, we need a ^'^-random string of length 
at least 6 • 3^^ to obtaun a high probability of achieving this. Since 6 • 3^^ = we 
can use n{k)  = which is polynomial in m as needed for BPpP witness lengths. 
Let X be an input string. As described above let m = |z|, k{m) = |/i(m)|, and 
n(m) = 
Define 0 : {0,1}' x {0,1}* R as follows. When the first argument to 0(x, z)  is 
of length m, the second has length n{m). The value of 0 is given by truncated to 
k{m) digits in ternary expansion using ...022222... rather than ...100000... if it occurs. 
Intuitively, we are using n(m) bits each with probability /? of being 1. The function 
V* gives the proportion of Is among these bits. By the Chemoff bound, ij;{x,z) is very 
close to with high probability, in which case converts the ternary form of tl}{x,z) 
to a sequence that agrees (exactly) with z in its first k{m) bits. The bits of z yield those 
of h so we now have recovered h from the /3-biased random bits. 
More precisely, for 0(x, z)  £  range{f ) ,  set h{z)  equal to the first k  bits of z) )  
and set h{z)  = A otherwise. 
Let A = {< X, 2 > I < x ,h{z)  >6 A}.  Since A € P and h is polynomial-time 
computable, we also have that A £ P. By the previous lemma we have 
Pr > f .  fj ,  4 
When the inequality |^(x, z)  — 0 \  < holds, the first k(m)  bits of h equal h{m) 
so it follows that for each x 
3 Pr n{< x ,z  >€ A x 6 L) > -. 
r 4 
Hence L € BP^jP. • 
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Reiterating what we said at the beginning of this chapter, this theorem shows that 
there cire /3s for which BP^P contains non-computable languages. Since the languages 
of BPP are computable, this is sufficient to show that for these we must have BPP ^ 
BP^P. Fxirthermore, it is not hard to see that such /? are actually dense in the unit 
interval. In particular, this means that arbitrarily close to | lie real biases with this 
computational power. At first glance then it would seem that BPP is extremely sensitive 
to the "fairness" of the coin. It would seem that any deviation, such as might arise in a 
"real-world" source of randomness, would cause BPP to break. We shall examine this 
fragility in the last section of this chapter and discuss the sense in which the class BPP 
actually can be made quite robust against variation in the probability distribution. 
Returning to the line of thought that lead to the previous theorem, advice classes also 
provide an upper bound for the complexity of BP/jP, as the following theorem shows. 
Theorem 3.1.6. 
For all 0 < < 1, BP^P C P/Poly. 
Proof. 
Let 0 < /? < 1 and let L € BP/jP. Let A and g be as given by Lemma 3.1.2 applied 
to L with r(n) = 2n -|- 2. 
Let Fj; = {7 G {0,1}°°| < x,7[0..9(|x|) — 1] >€ A x ^  L} .  By the lemma 
3.1.2, If we let F = UrFi, then F is the set of infinite sequences 7, 
for which we can find an x such that 7[0..g(|x|) — 1] fails to serve as a witness for x.  We 
now have 
^^(F) < 
x€{0,l}* 
= Y  2~<2|X|+2) 
ngN r6{0,l}" 
ngN 
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= ^ 2 — ^  
neN 
1 
2 
In particnlax, ^ <f>, so some infinite sequence 7 has initial segments that are 
valid witnesses for every string. Choose 7 € Then for every x 6 {0,1}" we have 
that < X, 7[0..9(|x|) — 1] >6 A w £ L. From 7 we can define an advice fxmction 
h{i)  = 7[0..9(z)—1] that 'works' for every x .  Thus, since h is polynomial-time computable 
and A € P, we have shown that L 6 P/Poly. • 
Versions of the previous two theorems were proven by Kilian and Siegelmann [69] in 
the context of probabilistic neural networks with arbitrary real weights. 
To further answer the "When does BPP = BP^P?" we want to use some resource 
boimded measure results [20]. This will apply to the current topic through almost classes. 
Investigation of the connection between almost classes and BPP dates to work by 
Bennett and Gill [10] ajid Ambos-Spies [1]. We will extend their results to BP^P and 
use that to help answer our question. First we give a definition of almost^-P and the 
corresponding BPP result. 
Definition. 
Given a language L C {0,1}' and a probability measure u on {0,1}°°, L is said to 
be in the class almosti,-P if u 6 {0,1}*|Z/ <7 A}) = 1. 
We write almost-P for almost^^-P, and almost^-P for almost /j-P. 
A' 
Bennett and Gill [10] and Ambos-Spies [1] proved that BPP = almost-P. We will 
extend their proof to show that BP^gP = almost/j-P- First we prove a version of the 
Lebesque Density Theorem that will be useful for this purpose. 
Theorem 3.1.7 (Lebesque Density Theorem for {0,1}°°). 
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Let , 1/ be a measure on {0,1}°°, S C {0,1}°° be a set of positive t/—measure, and 
^{S) = {x e 5|limt-i-oo ~ points of (p{S) are called the density 
points of S.)  Then i / {S  — ^(S))  = 0. In particular the set <^(5) is non-empty; in fact 
a lmost  every  point  of  5  is  a  densi ty  point  of  S.  
Proof. 
Let An = {xe  S\  liminffc-^oo ^ ~ n)- ^  ~ and it 
is sufficient to show that i /(An) = 0 for all n.  
Suppose not, then there is an n such that u'{An) > 0, where u' is the outer measure 
associated with u. i.e., v'iT) = glh{{u{G)\T C G and G is open }). Let G be an open 
set  conta ining An and sat is fying u'{An)  < J^iG)  < 
Define S = {x  ^  {0, lY\{ i )Cr  C G, < 1 - ^  and 
(m) no proper prefix of x  satisfies (i) and (ii)}. 
Note that for xi, X2 € £ with xi ^ X2 we have H = 0. Thus we have 
j / - ( A „ n U C , )  <  Y^uiSnCr)  
res X6f 
^ xe£ 
< ( l - i M G )  
n 
< u'[An) .  
This shows that u'{An — \Jxes C^) > 0 and thus An — Uxef and we may fix 
an xo 6 i4„ — \Jxe£ Since Xq is in An we have that there exist ki  < k2 <  . . .  s u c h  
t h a t  < 1 - 1 .  
Since G is open there is a kj  such that Cxo[o..jfc,] Q G.  Thus some prefix x  of xo[0... %] 
must be in £. But then XQ € Ux&sGx in contradiction to the way XQ was selected. 
Therefore our assumption that > 0 must be in error and we have shown that for 
every n we have u' iAn)  = 0 and thus u{S — 9(5")) = 0. • 
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Theorem 3.1.8. 
BP^jP = almost/j-P. 
Proof. 
(D) Following Ambos-Spies's proof [1] we show that if IJL^{P~^{L )) > 0 then L € 
BP^P. 
Suppose that L C {0,1}' is given satisfying > 0. If MQ ,  Mi,  M2,. . .  is 
an enumeration of polynomial time-bounded, oracle Turing machines, then P~^{L)  = 
= L{M^)}. This is a coxmtable union with positive measure, so there must 
be  a  s ingle  polynomial  t ime-bounded,  oracle  Tur ing machine  M,  such that  f i^{{A\L = 
> 0. Let q{n) be a polynomial time boimd for M. By the Lebesque Density 
Theorem, there must be an oracle prefix y such that ^ ^ ^ 
We now modify M to produce a (non-oracle) Turing machine accepting a language 
A A 
witnessing that L G BP^P. Let M simulate M as follows. The input to M is of the 
form < x,w > where x is the input to M and to is a random witness string. M has 
y hardwired into its control. Any time M{x) queries the string Si with i < |t/| then 
M(< x,w >) looks at bit y[i] to simulate the response to the query. The j-th time 
M{x) queries the string s,- with i > |j/|, M{< x,w >) uses bit w\j\ of the witness string 
to answer the query. M must remember its queries and answers so that if a query s,-
with i > |7/| is repeated it receives the same answer. (Or, without loss of generality, 
assxmie that no queries are repeated.) 
Then for all x 6 {0,1}*, we have 
€ {0,1} '^ '^ '^ !  <x,w>e L{M) X  € L}) > 
Thus, L { M )  and q{n)  witness that L € BP^P and we have shown that 
almost^-P C BP/gP. 
(C) Let L € BP/jP. We will show that [^{B C {0, l}*|i = 0. Let > 0 
be given. Let r(n) = 2n -|-1 — log^. Let A and g(n) be as given by Lemma 3.1.2 applied 
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to L euid r, i.e., for each string x ,  
/ ({ty 6 {0,1}'^''''! < x , w > e  A  4 = ^  x e L } ) >  I -  2-'"('^'\ 
Let M be a polynomial time-boimded Tnring machine accepting A.  From M we 
define an oracle Turing machine M as follows. When M{< x,w >) would refer to 
witness bit M®(x) queries the oracle for string xO*. 
This establishes a one-to-one measure-preserving correspondence between the witness 
strings w € {0,1}'^'®'^ and a set of 2'^"' generalized cylinders C,^(tu) whose vaJues at certain 
w i d e l y  s p a c e d  b i t s  a r e  e q u a l  t o  t h o s e  o f  w .  T h e s e  s a t i s f y  <  x , w  > €  A  M ^ { x )  
accepts for every oracle B in Hence, we have 
({jB C {0,1}"|M^(x) accepts ({tu € {0, < x,tw >G YL}) . 
Using the complements of these sets, for each x  we have 
({B\L ^}) ^ 7^ X 6 for some x}j 
= U { B \ M ^ { x ) ^ x e L }  
W f o ,  1 } "  /  
< Y, I'' #>=€£} )  
r€{0,1}' 
< 2-(2I®I+I-'OS«) 
x6{0,ir 
^ y- 2-Wx\+i-ioeS) 
N€ N W = n  
neN 
= S. 
The value of 5 wa^ arbitrary so {{B\L ^}) = 0 and we have shown that 
L 6 almost/3-P, and hence BP/jP = aimost/j-P. • 
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We continue with the question: For which ^ does BPP = BP^gP? We see that 
if approximations to /? are polynomiaJ-time computable in the sense of Ko [41], then 
BP/jP = BPP- This is true because we can first compute an approximation to and 
then use some of the bits of the reindomly chosen witness string to simulate a -random 
bit. The set of witnesses that do not 'work' can be hidden in a measure-zero set yielding 
ailmost/j-P C BPP and hence BPP = BP/jP for the p-computable /5's. 
The theorems that follow use a naive technique for approximately simulating a /?-
biased coin from a fair coin and an approximation for /?. Given /?, an n-bit approximation 
to /?, one flips n coins and interprets their concatenation as a real number between zero 
and one. A real number chosen uniformly at random from [0,1] is less than or equal to 
with probability /?. Thus we can use n fair bits to simulate a single bit that has a bias 
approximately equal to /?. 
The following theorem can be proven directly using the above argument. It is also 
a corollary to Theorem 3.1.11 below or Theorem 4.6.1 in the next chapter. We state 
it here to give a smooth progression through p-computable /?s to the probabilistically 
computable /3s we introduce below. 
Theorem 3.1.9. 
If 0 < ,5 < 1 and /? 6 PCF then BP/JP = BPP. 
Proof. 
This theorem will follow either from Theorem 3.1.11 or from Theorem 4.6.1. • 
The biases in the previous theorem are polynomial-time computable in a determin­
istic sense. That is, the probabilistic computation computes the approximations to /? 
deterministically and uses its probabilistic power only in computing the language after 
it has /?. It actually has more power at its disposal. It could use its probabilistic power 
in computing the approximations as well. We next define precisely what it means for a 
real number to be BPP-computable. 
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Definition. 
We say that a real number z is 'B?'?-computable if there exist a polynomial-time 
computable function tp : {0}* x {0,1}* —> D and a polynomial p satisfying 
({» € {0, l}""'! |9(0»,«.) -1| < 2-}) > J 
for every n G N. We define BPPCF to be the class of all such z and for each z we define 
the class BPCF(z) to be the class of sdl corresponding ftmctions. 
This definition extends naturally to BP^P-computable reals. We will not explore the 
properties of those reals in this thesis. 
As is typical with BPP-type definitions, the | may be replaced with any constant 
lying strictly between | and 1. Furthermore, as usual, we can amplify the probability 
to be exponentially close to one via the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.1.10 (BPPCF amplification). 
Let /? 6 BPPCF, then for every polynomial r, there exist a 0 € BPCF(z) and a 
polynomial q such that y. ({u; € {0,|<^(0",ti;) — x\ < 2~"}) > 1 — 
Proof. 
Let ( f  € BPCF(/?) and polynomial p witness that 0 6 BPPCF- I-C-J 
^ ({u; € {0, 1^3(0", li;) — z| < 2~"}j > | for every n € N. Let a polynomial r be 
given. Let k{n)  = 48r(n) and let g(n) = {2k{n)  + l)p(n). 
Define 0(0", w) to be the median of the values: 
{ ip{Q' ' ,w[jp{n) . . { j  + l)p(n) - 1])|0 <j< 2fc(n)}. 
That is, compute 2A:(n)+l approximations to (3  using (p  and define 0 to be the median 
of this set of values. This process requires g(n) witness bits since each computation of 
requires p{n) such bits. 
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Since each approximation has probability at le<ist | of satisfying w) —x| < 2~", 
the ChemofF bounds tells us that the median has probability at least 1 — 
of satisfying the same inequality. 
Oxir choice of k  and q yields 
FJL ({ti; G {0, \rf>{0'',w) - /?| < 2""}) > 1 - e-(2Mn)+l)/96 > ^ _ grC") 
and the lemma is proven. • 
If is a BPP-computable real then there is a BPP computation that can first ap­
proximate /? and then simulate a BP/jP computation. Hence we have the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 3.1.11. 
If 0 < /? < 1 and /? 6 BPPCF then almost/j-P C almost-P, so BP/jP = BPP. 
Proof. 
Let 0 < E < 1 be given. Set r { k )  — 2 k -  l o g e  + 3. Let 0 6 BPPCF be given, and let 
i{p and q be given by the previous lemma applied to (5 and r,{.e., Pr(|^(0*',tu) — 0\ < 
2~*^) > 1 — 2"'"^"^ when w is chosen uniformly at random from {0,For z € N and 
A 6 {0,1}°° we define 
f(A) = 10 6 Alp 6 Aj. . .  
n ( A )  =  E j ~ i l 5 . 1 0 ^  €  A l - 2 - ^ ' .  
The BPCF(^) function il) will use initial segments of ^ to compute its approximations 
to /3. The value r,- wiU be used to simulate the i-th bit of a bieised oracle using a fair 
oracle since Pr[r,(A) < /3] = /? if A is a randomly selected unbiased oracle. 
Based on the r,'s we define some ordinary and special cylinders 
Cifl = {A|A[i] = 0} and C,-,i = {A|A[i] = 1}, and 
Am = {A|r,(A) < /3} and A-,o = {a:|r,(A) > /?}. 
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Observe that fi{Di,i) = fi = and that ^(Z),-,o) = 1 — /? = fi'^{C{,o). Let 
bi = {A\ and, 
Ei = {A\ - /?|  > 
The E^s contciin the oracles that do not allow 0 to compute an accurate approxima­
tion to 13, while the D^s contain the oracles that produce r,'s too close to /3 to accxirately 
determine which is smaller. By our choice of 0 and q, we have fi(Ei) < Fur­
ther, since an interveil of width 2 • 2'"('*''^ can contain at most three dyadic rationals with 
denominator 2'"^''''^ we know that /i(A) < 3 • 2~'"^'''". 
Let X = (UtgN ^«) (Ut'eN ^«) • Then 
K X )  <  E m A )  +  E M A )  
t€N leN 
< 3 53 2"'"^''''^ -I-
t6N teN 
< 4 2"''^''''^ 
ieN 
= 4 53 2*2"''^'=^ 
fceN 
iteN 
= £ .  
So we know that the f i  measure of X is small. To show that the measure is also 
small we define a measure preserving mapping as follows. 
Define : {0,1}°° —>• {0,1}°° by 
<^{w)[i]  =  1 to € D,-,i 
0 u; € A.o-
Then (^(A.o) = C,-,o and (^(Am) = Also, = ^(A.i) =^ = A^^(Qi)-
Similarly, /i(yj~^(C,-,o)) = /^(A,o) = 1 — ^3 = y .^[Cija). In fact, since and f i  o  are 
measures that agree on cylinders, by the imiqueness of measure extensions [33], we have 
that = ^((^"^(5)) for all measurable sets. Since for any language L, P~^{L) is 
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measurable, we have n^{P~^{L)) = We will use this relationship later 
in this proof. 
Having shown that the set of /i-random oracles that either cannot approximate /? 
well enough or produce a random value too close to 0 is small, we now describe the 
simulation using a /z-random oracle in place of a ^^-random oracle. 
Let L 6 almost/j-P and A € P~^{L) .  Then there is a p-OTM M that accepts L given 
oracle A. From M we define a new p-OTM M' that simulates M as foUows. Whenever 
M queries s,- M' performs the following steps 
1) compute i = 
2) compute 
3) compute f = 
4a) if ^ — f > then continue the simulation of Af as if the query had been 
answered 1 
4b) if f — ^ > 2"'"^'*''^ then coatinue the simulation of Af as if the query had been 
answered 0 
4c) if neither (4a) nor (4b) hold then we do not care what M' does since the oracle 
wil l  be  in  X.  
One sees that if B = ^p~^[A)  and B ^  X then L[M^)  = L{M'^) .  So M' is a witness 
that <^~^(A) G P~^{L). This shows that (p~^{P~^{L)) C P~^{L). Finally then 
f i iP- ' iL))  > f^{^- ' {P-HL)))  
> i , i^ - ' {P- '{L))) -^{X)  
= ^^(P- \L))  -  ix(X)  
>  1  - £ •  
But £ was arbitrary so n{P~^{L))  = I and L E almost-P. Thus aimost^-P C 
almost-P. The reverse inclusion is given by Theorem 3.1.3. The theorem then follows 
from Theorem 3.1.8. • 
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We now have that BP/jP = BPP for BPP-computable /?s. From the other direction 
we know that there are (3s for which BP^P ^ BPP. We leave tightening this gap for 
future work. 
3.1.2 BP^P and the relativized polynomial-time hierarchy 
In this section we wish to remark on the place of BP^P in the relativized polynomiaJ-
time hierarchy. We do this anaJogously to the placement of BPP in the unrelativized 
polynomiaJ-time hierarchy. 
Gacs and Sipser [71] have shown that BPP lives in the second level of the polynomial-
time hierarchy, i.e. BPP C S,- Correspondingly, we will show that BP/jP C Sj//? for 
any funct ion oracle  fp  in  CF{I3) .  
Theorems 3.1.9 and 3.1.11 can be restated in terms of function oracles to yield the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 3.1.12. 
If //J € CF(/3) then BP/jP is contained in the function-oracle class BPP(/3). 
Proof. 
The proof of this theorem is similar to that of Theorem 3.1.11. The algorithm queries 
the oracle for the approximation to 0 rather than computing it. Afterwards it continues 
as the algorithm in Theorem 3.1.11. • 
The complexity of the class BPP(/3) in the previous theorem is directly related to 
the computational complexity of /?. If 0 is BPP-computable than the oracle is redundant 
as we can simulate it by probabilistically computing approximations to /?. 
Theorem 3.1.13. 
U 0 E  B P P C F  then BPP(/^) = BPP. 
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Proof. 
Since /5 G BPPCF ANY algorithm can replace queries to the oracle with polynomial-
time computations of the approximations to yS. • 
The next coroUaxy is a restatement of Theorem 3.1.11. It foUows directly from the 
previous two theorems. It indicates that aji alternative approach to the work of the 
preceding sections of this chapter is via function orzicle for the bieises. 
Corollary 3.1.14. 
If/? G BPPCF then BP^P=BPP. 
Proof. 
Theorem 3.1.12 says that BP^P C BPP(//j). Theorem 3.1.13 says that BPP(//j) C 
BPP. Since BPP C BP/gP holds for aU 0 < (5 < 1 we have BP^P = BPP. • 
Gacs ajid Sipser's [71]proof that BPP G Sf relativizes to BPP(/) € ^ 2  i f )  
function oracle /. Thus we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.1.15. 
If fp is any Cauchy function for then BP^P C 
Proof. 
By Theorem 3.1.12 BP/jP C BPP(//3) and by Gacs and Sipser BPP(/^) C S2 (//?). n 
This completes our exploration of the BP/jP clcisses in this thesis. We now turn our 
attention to some of the implications of this work regaxding the robustness of the claas 
BPP. 
3.2 BPP and Robustness 
Since any real-world source of randomness is unlikely to be perfectly consistent, our 
view that BPP captures the essence of feasible computation is in jeopaxdy. In section 
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3.1.1 we illustrated this by showing that there is a dense set of biases that correspond 
to coins computing non-recursive lajiguages. Hence even a little bit of variability in the 
distribution can force a BPP or BP/jP algorithm to compute incorrect results. 
The goal of this section is to address this lack of robustness and to show in what 
sense the standard model of BPP stiU captures the intended class of fezisible languages. 
Others have attacked this robustness question for BPP via semi-random sources [59, 
76, 75], PRB-random sources [23], ^-random sources [82], and more recently extractors 
and dispersers [81, 82, 53]. We look at the robustness problem using the BP/jP classes. 
Our idea of a robust version of BP/jP is that it should be insensitive to small fluc­
tuations in the bias of the source of random bits. In our terms we mean that if the 
probability measure v is 'close' to then both u and yP should compute the same 
language from a given algorithm. 
Definition. 
For 0 < /? < 1 we say that a language L is in the class robust-BP/jP if there is an 
£ > 0 such that for any positive probability measure y satisfying 
sup \u{wh\w) — ^i^{wb\xi})\ < e 
u;g{0, 1} ,66{0, 1} 
we have L 6 BP^P. 
It follows from Vazirani and Vazirani [76] that BPP C robust-BP^P so the class 
is not empty. It follows from Theorem 3.1.11 that robust-BP^P C BPP and thus the 
following theorem holds. 
Theorem 3.2.1. 
For all 0 < < 1 we have robust-BP/jP = BPP. 
Proof. 
The inclusion BPP C robust-BP/jP follows from [76]. 
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To see the reverse inclusion, let 0 < /? < 1 be given and let L 6 robust-BP/JP. Let e  be 
as given in the definition of robust-BP/JP. Choose 0 < 7 < 1 satisfying < 7 < /?+£ 
eind 7 6 BPPCF- This is possible since the BPP-computable real numbers are dense in 
(0,1). Then \pP{wh\w) — fr<{wb\w)\ < e for every string w and bit b, thus L 6 BP^P. 
Since 7 is BPP-computable by Theorem 3.1.11 BP^P = BPP. Thus we have L 6 BPP. 
• 
This theorem tells us that to each BPP algorithm there corresponds a robust algo­
rithm that is insensitive to variations in the witness distribution. This in turn means 
that BPP can finiitfuUy be thought of as the class of 'feasibly' computable languages. 
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CHAPTER 4 EQUIVALENCE OF MEASURES OF 
COMPLEXITY CLASSES 
In the previous chapter we worked with probability measures based on a single biased 
coin. In this chapter we will allow each string to be included or excluded from a language 
based on the flip of one of an infinite sequence of biased coins. The ith string s,- will be 
in the language with probability Given a and /?, two sequences of biases that eire 
p-computable and strongly positive (terms to be defined below), and a class of languages 
C closed under a specific type of truth-table reducibility (again to be defined below), we 
show that fi°{C) = 0 •<=?>• = 0. Thus any two strongly positive, p-computable 
bias sequences generate measures that agree on which sets having the specified closure 
property axe measure 0. 
4.1 Resource-Bounded z/-Measure 
We begin with a review of the well-known notion of a martingale over a probabil­
ity mecisure u. Computable martingales were used by Schnorr [61, 62, 63, 64] in his 
investigations of randomness, and have more recently been used by Lutz [43] in the 
development of resource-bounded measure. 
Definition. Let i/ be a probability measure on {0,1}°°. Then a u-martingale is a 
function d : {0,1}' —[0, oo) such that, for aJl € {0,1}*, 
d{w)u{w)  = d{wQ)u{wQ) -I- d{wi)u{w\) .  (4.1) 
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If ^ is a sequence of biases, then a ^'^-martingale is simply called a ^martingale. A 
/i-martingale is even more simply called a martingale. (That is, when the probability 
measure is not specified, it is assumed to be the imiform probability measure ^.) 
Intuitively, a i/-martingale d is a "strategy for betting" on the successive bits of (the 
characteristic sequence of) a language A 6 {0,1}°°. The real number u{X) is regarded 
as the amount of money that the strategy stcirts with. The real nimiber u{w) is the 
amount of money that the strategy has after betting on a prefix w of xa- The identity 
(4.1) ensures that the betting is "fair" in the sense that, if A is chosen according to the 
probability measure u, then the expected axaount of money is constant as the betting 
proceeds. (See [61, 62, 63, 64, 74, 43, 45, 44] for further discussion.) Of course, the 
"objective" of a strategy is to win a lot of money. 
Definition. A i/-martingale d succeeds on a language A 6 {0,1}°° if 
limsup<Z(x>i[0..n — 1]) = oo. 
n—•oo 
The success set of a i/-martingale d is the set 
= {A 6 {0,1}°° I d succeeds on A}.  
We are especially interested in martingales that are computable within some resource 
bound. (Recall that the p-computability and p2-computability of real valued functions 
were defined in section 2.1.) 
Definition. Let be a probability measure on {0,1}°°. 
1. A p-u-maHingale is a f/-martingale that is p-computable. 
2. A p2-'^-fnartingale is a i/-martingale that is pj-computable. 
A p-^^'-martingale is called a p-/?-martingale, a p-/z-martingaJe is called a p-majtin-
gale, and similarly for p2. 
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We now come to the fundamental ideas of resource-bounded i/-measure. 
Definition. Let i/ be a probability measure on {0,1}°°, and let X C {0,1}°°. 
1. X has "p-u-measure 0, and we write Up( X )  = 0, if there is a p-t'-maxtingaJe d  such 
that  XCS°°[d\ .  
2. X has p-u-measure 1, and we write Up{ X )  = 1, if Up(X '^)  = 0, where X"^ = 
{0,1}~ -  X.  
The conditions i/p^iX) = 0 and i^p^iX) = 1 axe defined analogously. 
Definition. Let u he a.  probability measure on {0,1}°°, and let X C {0,1}°°. 
1. X has u-measure 0 in E, and we write U{X\E J)  = 0, if Up{X fl 5) = 0. 
2. X has u-measure 1 in E, and we write u{X\E)  = 1, if u{X' ' \E)  = 0. 
3. X has v-measure 0 in E2, and we write u{X\^)  = 0, if i^p^iX D E2) = 0. 
4. X has u-measure 1 in E2, and we write u{X\E,2) = li if i^(-^'^lE2) = 0. 
Just as in the uniform case [43], the resource bounds p and p2 of the above definitions 
are only two possible values of a very general parameter. Other choices of this parameter 
yield classical i/-measure [33], constructive t/-measure (as used in algorithmic information 
theory [83,  74]) ,  ^-measure  in  the  se t  REC,  consis t ing of  a l l  decidable  languages ,  u-
measure in ESPACE, etc. 
The rest of this section is devoted to a very brief presentation of some of the funda­
mental theorems of resource-bounded i/-measure. One of the main objectives of these 
results is to justify the intuition that o set with u-measure 0 in E contains only a "neg­
ligibly small" part ofE (with respect to u). For the purpose of this chapter, it suffices 
to present these results for p-t/-measure and i/-measure in E. We note, however, that 
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all these results hold a fortiori for p2-i/-measure, rec-f-measure, classical i/-measure, 
i/-measure in E2, i/-measure in ESPACE, etc. 
We first note that i/-measure 0 sets exhibit the set-theoretic behavior of small sets. 
Definition. Let X,Xo,Xi,X2,...C {0,1}°°. 
1 .  X  i s  a  p-union of the p-u-measure 0 sets Xo,Xi,X2,. . .  i f  X  =  ^ n d  t h e r e  
is a sequence do, di, d2, •. • of i/-maxtingales with the following two properties. 
(i) For each keN,XkC 5~[4]. 
(ii) The function (fc, w) i->- dk{w)  is p-computable. 
2. X is a p-union of the sets XQ,  Xi, X2,. . .  of  u-measure  0 m E if X = 
there is a sequence <io, dx^d^, . . .  of iz-martingales with the following two properties. 
(i) For each A: E N, fl E C 
(ii) The function (A:,i£7) !->• (ijt(to) is p-computable. 
Lemma 4.1.1. Let 1/ be a probability measure on {0,1}°°, and let X be either the 
collection of all p-f/-measure 0 subsets of {0,1}°°, or the collection of all subsets of 
{0, l}°°that have i/-measure 0 in E. Then X has the following three closure properties. 
1. If X C r € J, then X  e X .  
2. If AT is a finite union of elements of I, then X EX 
3. If AT is a p-union of elements of I, then X  £ X .  
Proof (sketch). Assume that AT is a p-union of the p-i/-measure 0 sets Aro,X'i,X2,.. 
and let io, <^1, <^2, • • • be as in the definition of this condition. Without loss of generality, 
assume that rfjt(A) > 0 for each A: 6 N. It suffices to show that Up(X} = 0. (The 
remaining parts of the lemma are obvious or foUow directly from this.) Define 
d : {0,1}* —>• [0,oo) 
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^ ^ dkjw)  
S2' . < i t ( A ) -
Its is easily checked that <f is a p-t/-martingale and that X C so i/p(X) = 0. • 
We next note that, if u is strongly positive and p-computable, then every singleton 
subset of E has p-i/-measure 0. 
Lemma 4.1.2. Ifis a strongly positive, p-computable probability measure on {0,1}°°, 
then for every A G E, 
= K{A}|E) = 0. 
Proof (sketch). Assume the hypothesis, and fix ^ > 0 such that, for aU to G {0,1}' and 
b E {0,1}, i/{wb\w) > S. Define 
d : {0,1}* —¥ [0,oo) 
d{X)  = 1 
It is easily checked that d\s  K  p-i/-martingale and that, for all n € N, c^(xA[0..n — 1]) > 
(1 — whence A 6 5°°[c(|. •. 
Note that, for A 6 E, the "point-mass" probability measure 
7 r A : { 0 , l } * — ^ [ 0 , 1 ]  
1 if to • xa 
0  i f  W ^ X A  
is p-computable, and {A} does not have p-Tr^-measure 0. Thus, the strong positivity 
hypothesis cannot be removed from Lemma 4.1.2. 
We now come to the most crucial issue in the development of resource-bounded 
measure. If a set X has i/-measure 0 in E, then we want to say that X contains only 
a "negligible small" part of E. In particular, then, it is critical that E itself not have 
f-measure 0 in E. The following theorem establishes this and more. 
ITAiw)  
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Theorem 4,1.3. Let i/ be a probability measure on {0,1}°°, and let w 6 {0,1}'. If 
v{w) > 0, then C^, does not have iz-measure 0 in E. 
Proof (sketch). Assume the hypothesis, and let rf be a p-i/-maxtingale. It suffices to 
show that Cu, fl E ^ 5°°[(f]. 
Since d is p-computable, there is a function : N x {0,1}' —Q fl [0, oo) with the 
following two properties. 
(i) For aJl r € N and w € {0,1}', |J(r, tw) — d{w)\  < 2"'". 
(ii) There is an algorithm that computes d{r ,w)  in time polynomial in r + |iy|. 
Define a language A recursively as follows. First, for 0 < t < |5,- € A] = Next 
assume that the string a;,- = XA[0"i — 1] has been defined, where i > |tw|. Then 
[s,- G AJ = [</(z + 1, x.l) < d{i  + 1, x,0)]. 
With the language A so defined, it is easy to check that A 6 C^, fl E. It is also 
routine to check that, for all i > |io|, 
^ + 1, X,'+L) + 2 
= min|<f(z 4- l,x,0), J(z + I,x,l)j +2"^'"*"^^ 
< min{rf(x,0),(/(x,l)} + 2~* 
< d(xi )  +  2- \  
It follows inductively that, for all n > |tw|, 
d(x„)  < d(w)  + E 2"'"  
t=|u;| 
< d(w)  + f ;  2- '  =  d(w)  + 2^-h .  
This implies that 
limsup<f(X/t[0..n — 1]) < d(w)  + 2^"'"*' < oo. 
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whence A ^  5°°[</]. • 
As in the case of the uniform probability mezisure [43], more quantitative results on 
resource-boimded i/-measure can be obtained by considering the unitary success set 
s'[d\= u 
w ({(•a;) > 1 
and the initial value d{X) of a p-i/-martingale d .  For example, generalizing the argu­
ments in [43] in a straightforward maimer, this approach yields a Measure Conservation 
Theorem for i/-measure (a quantitative extension of Theorem 4.1.3 ) and a uniform, 
resource-boimded extension of the classical first Borel-Cantelli lemma. As these results 
axe not used in the present dissertation, we refrain from elaborating here. 
4.2 Summable Equivalence 
If two probability measxires on {0,1}°° are suJQficiently "close" to one another, then the 
SimMnable Equivalence Theorem says that the two probability measures are in absolute 
agreement as to which sets of languages have p-measure 0 and which do not. In this 
section, we define this notion of "close" and prove this result. 
Definition. Let :/ be a positive probability measure on {0,1}°°, let A C {0,1}', and 
let t € N. Then the i'** conditional u-pTobability along A is 
i/A{i + I|i) = T/(XA[0.i] 1 XA[0..Z - 1]). 
Definition. Two positive probability measures u and i/ on {0,1}°° are summably equiv­
alent, and we write i/ w i/, if for every A C {0,1}*, 
2 \uA{i + 1|0 - + IIOI < oo. 
t=0 
It is clear that summable equivalence is an equivalence relation on the collection of 
all positive probability measures on {0,1}°°. The following fact is also easily verified. 
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Lemma 4.2.1. Let u and i/ be positive probability metisures on {0,1}°°. If i/ w t/, 
then V is strongly positive if and only if i/ is strongly positive. 
The following definition gives the most obvious way to transform a martingale for 
one probability measure into a maitingale for another. 
Definition. Let v and i/ be probability measures on {0,1}°° with i/ positive, and let 
d he a, i/-maxtingaie. Then the canonical adjustment of <i to t/ is the t^-maxtingale d' 
defined by 
i / {w)  
for all iw 6 {0,1}'. 
It is trivial to check that the above function d' is indeed a ^ ^-martingale. The following 
lemma shows that, for strongly positive probability measures, summable equivalence is 
a sufficient condition for d' to succeed whenever d succeeds. 
Lemma 4.2.2. Let v and u' be strongly positive probability measures on {0,1}°°, let 
(i be a i/-martingale, and let d' be the canonical adjustment of </ to i/. Ifw i/, then 
C 5~ [(/']. 
Proof. Assume the hypothesis, and let A € For each i € N, let 
= l^A{i + 110, + 1|0> Ti = 
The hypothesis u th u' says that k«l < particular, this implies that r,- —>• 0 
as i —> 00, so we have the Taylor approximation 
as i —> oo. Thus |ln^| is asymptotically equivalent to ^ as z —> oo. Since i/ is 
strongly positive, it follows that I ^1 < oo. Thus, if we let Wk = XA[O..A: - I], 
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then there is a positive constant c such that, for idl A: € N, 
whence 
d ' {wk)  =  >  e  "d iwk) .  
Since A G we thus have 
limsup</'(iwjt) > limsupe '^d{wk) = oo. 
k—•« oo 
so A € • 
The following useful result is now easily established. 
Theorem 4.2.3 (Summable Equivaience Theorem). ^ If u and i/ are strongly positive, 
p-computable probability measures on {0,1}°° such that u ^ i/, then for every set 
Proof. Assume the hypothesis, and assume that Up[X) = 0. By symmetry, it suffices 
to show that i^p(X) = 0. Since fp(X) = 0, there is a p-computable i/-martingale d such 
that X C Let d' be the canonicai adjustment of d to i/. Since d,u, and i/ are 
all p-computable, it is easy to see that d '  is p-computable. Since u  fa i / ,  Lemma 4.2.2 
tells us that 
^ Kautz [39], answering a question in [20], has recently proven a stronger version of this theorem in 
which the hypothesis w i/' is weakened to + l|i) — "aI' + ^lOP < 
X C {0,1}°° 
u^{X) = 0 u'^iX) = 0. 
X C 5°°[c/] C 5°°[(i']. 
Thus i/p{X) = 0. • 
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4.3 Exact Computation 
It is sometimes useful or convenient to work with probability measures that are 
rational-valued and efficiently computable in an exact sense, with no approximation. 
This section presents two very easy results identifying situations in which such proba­
bility measures are available. 
Definition. A probability measure u on {0, ll'^'is exactly ^-computable if u : {0,1}* —y 
Q n [0,1] and there is an algorithm that computes u{w) in time polynomial in |t«|. 
Lemma 4.3.1. For every strongly positive, p-computable probability measure u on 
{0,1}°°, there is an exactly p-computable probability measure i/ on {0, l}°°such that 
U TH l / .  
Proof. Let i/ be a p-computable probability measure on {0,1}°°, and fix a function 
i/ : N X {0,1}* —y Q D [0,1] that testifies to the p-computability of u. Since u is 
strongly positive, there is a constant c 6 N such that, for all iw G {0,1}', 2"'^'"'' < 
u{w) < 1 — 2"'^'"''. Fix such a c and, for all ty € {0,1}*, define 
/ / •  n i  N t>((2c+l) | iy | - | -3 ,u;0)]  1/ (u;01to) = mmi 1, —r \ , 
[  ^(2c+ l) | i« |  - l -3 , tw) J 
u ' [wl \w)  = 1 — u'{wO\w), 
\w\-l 
i / ' {w)  =  U :/'(iu[0..i]|to[0..i — 1]). 
1=0 
It is clear that i/ is an exactly p-computable probability measure on {0,1}°°. 
Now let w € {0,1}* and 6 6 {0,1}. For convenience, let 
5 = 2"^^+'^''"'), 
£ _ 2~(2c+1)|U;|-3^ 
ai = u{wb), 
02  =  u{w) .  
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Note that 
i>({2c + l)|u;| + 3, to) > i/{w) — e > i / {w)  —5>5.  
It is clear by inspection that i/{wb\w) can be written in the form 
i/'{wb\w) = -y, 
where 
We thus have 
whence 
Wi — All ^ e aJid 1^2 ~ °-2\ ^ c-
102^2 — ^ |<2I02 — aia2( "l~ |fllfl2 — (ZiO^I 
< la^ — ail + Icj — 02! 
< 2e, 
\u'{wb\w) — u{wh\w)\ = a\ ai 
0*2 ^2 
|aia2 — fliOjl 
^2^2 
< 2e<J-2 
= 2~l'"'. 
For all A C {0,1}', then, we have 
f;M'-ni')-''i(i+ii')i < £2- = 2, 
t"=0 »=0 
so 1/ « u . 
For some purposes (including those of this chapter), the requirement of p-comput-
ability is too weaJc, because it allows u{w) to be computed (or approximated) in time 
polynomial in |u;|, which is exponential in the length of the last string decided by w 
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when, we regard w as a. prefix of a language A. In such situations, the following sort 
of requirement is often more useful. (We only give the definitions for sequences of 
biases, i.e., coin-toss probability measures, because this suffices for our purposes in this 
dissertation. It is clearly a routine matter to generalize further.) 
Definition. 
1. A F-sequence of biases is a sequence = (/?o,/5i,/?2, • • •) of biases 6 [0,1] for 
which there is a function 
: N X N —>> Q n [0,1] 
with the following two properties. 
(i) For all i,r 6 N, r) — f3i\ < 2"'". 
(ii) There is an edgorithm that, for all z, r € N, computes r) in time polyno­
mial in |st| -I- r (i.e., in time polynomial in log(i + 1) -F r). 
2. A P-exact sequence of biases is a sequence /3 = (Po, Pi,/32i...) of (rational) biases 
A" 6 Q n [0,1] such that the function i i—>• /?,• is computable in time polynomial 
in |5,i. 
Definition. If a and l3 are sequences of biases, then <3 and 0 are summably equivalent, 
and we write a «s /3, if l®« ~ 0i\ < °°-
It is cleax that a « if and only if pL° k 
Lemma 4.3.2. For every P-sequence of biases there is a P-exact sequence of biases 
such that P w 0'. 
Proof. Let /S be a strongly positive P-sequence of biases, and let /? : N xN —¥ Qn[0,1] 
be a function that testifies to this fact. For each i 6 N, let 
/3[ = /?(i,2N), 
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and let = {P 'q, ^2, • * •)• Then /?' is a P-exact sequence of biases, and 
00 00 
00 
SO P FA 0'. • 
4.4 Martingale Dilation 
In this section we show that certain truth-table reductions can be used to dilate 
martingales for one probability measure into maxtingales for another, perhaps dissimilax, 
probability measure on {0,1}°°. We first present some terminology and notation on 
truth-table reductions. (Most of this notation is standard [58], but some is specialized 
to our purposes.) 
A truth-table reduction (briefly, a <tt-reduction) is an ordered pair {f,g) of total 
recursive functions such that for each x € {0,1}*, there exists n{x) € Z"^ such that the 
following two conditions hold. 
(i) f {x )  is (the standard encoding of) an n(x)-tuple (/i(x),...,/„(a:)(x)) of strings 
fi{x) € {0,1}', which are called the queries of the reduction {f,g) on input x. We 
use the notation Q{f,g){x) = {/i(x),..., /n(x)(a;)} for the set of such queries. 
(ii) g{x]  is (the standard encoding of) an n(x)-input, 1-output Boolean circuit, called 
the truth table of the reduction (/, g) on input i. We identify ^ (x) with the Boolean 
function computed by this circuit, i.e.. 
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A truth-table reduction (/, ff) induces the function 
= {3: e {0,1}' I g[x) (1/1(1) g A] • • • (/„(,|(i) £ ^l) = 1} 
If A and B are Icinguages cind (/,5) is a <tt-reduction, then [ f ,g )  reduces  B  to  A, 
and we write 
if 5 = F (f^g) {A) .  More generally, if A and B are languages, then B is truth-table reducible 
(briefly, <tt-reducible) to A, and we write B <tt A, if there exists a <tt-reduction (/, g) 
such that B <tt A via (/,g). 
If {fig) is a <tt-reduction, then the function : {0,1}°° —> {0,1}°° defined 
above induces a corresponding function 
defined as follows. (It is standard practice to use the same notation for these two 
functions, and no confusion wiU result from this practice here.) Intuitively, if A € {0,1}°° 
and wQ Ai then Fy^){w) is the largest prefix of F(/,j)(A) such that w answers all queries 
in this prefix. Formally, let w 6 {0,1}', and let 
B <tt A via { f ,g ) ,  
FU,9) •• {0.1}' {0,1}' U {0,1}°° 
Aru = {s,-1 0 < I < |iu| and w\i\ = 1}. 
^ ^ {^Q' • • --SH-i} for all X € {0,1}', then 
Otherwise, 
= XF(/,,)(A„)[0..m - 1], 
where m is the greatest nonnegative integer such that 
m—1 
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Now let { f ,g )  be a <tt-reductioii, and let z 6 {0,1}'. Then the inverse image of the 
cylinder under the reduction (/, g) is 
= {>1 € {0, in € a} 
= {a € {0,1}" U C F(/^)(/l)}. 
We can write this set in the form 
= U c-
wef  
where I  is the set of aU strings w 6 {0,1}* with the following properties. 
(i) 2 Q Fu.9)i^)-
(ii) K to' is a proper prefix of tu, then z % F[f^g){w') .  
Moreover, the cylinders C^, in this union are disjoint, so if is a probability measure on 
{0,1}°°, then 
iu6/ 
The following weU-known fact is easily verified. 
Lemma 4.4.1. If i/ is a probability measure on {0,1}°° and { f ,g )  is a <tt-reduction, 
then the function 
: {0,1}- —> (0,1) 
is also a probability measure on {0,1}°°. 
The probability measure of Lemma 4.4.1 is called the probability measure in­
duced  by  V  and  { f ,g ) -
In this chapter, we only use the following special type of <tt-reduction. 
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Definition. A <tt-reduction { f ,g )  is orderly if, for all x,y,u,v € {0,1}', if x < y, 
u € Q(/j7)(a:), and v € Q(j^){y), then u <v. That is, if x precedes y (in the standard 
ordering of {0,1}"), then every query of {fig) on input x precedes every query of (/,^) 
on input y. 
The following is an obvious property of orderly <tt-reductions. 
Lemma 4.4.2. If i/ is a coin-toss probability measure on {0, l}°°aiid (/,^) is an orderly 
<tt-reduction, then is also a coin-toss probability measure on {0,1}°°. 
Note that, if [f^g) is an orderly <tt-reduction, then F{f^g){w) 6 {0,1}' for all to G 
{0,1}*. Note also that the length of F^f^g)(w) depends only upon the length of w (i.e., 
|ttj| = |to'| implies that l^(/^)(t«)| = Finally, note that for each m 6 N 
there exists / € N such that |^(/^)(0')| = m. 
Definition. Let ( f , g )  be an orderly <tt-reduction. 
1. An { f ,g ) - s t ep  is a positive integer / such that i^(/,j)(0'~^) ^ ^(/,j)(0'). 
2. For fc 6 N, we let s t ep{k )  be the least (/,^)-step I  such that I  >  k .  
The following construction is crucial to the proof of our main theorem. 
Definition. Let i/ be a positive probability measure on {0,1}°°, let i f , g )  be an orderly 
<tt-reduction, and let rf be a i/^-'^'^^-martingale. Then the {f, g)-dilation of d is the 
function 
(/,^rd:{0,l}'—^[0,oo) 
(^iF( f , g ) {wu) ) i y (wu\w) ,  
u6{0,l}'-'= 
where k = \w\ and I = step{k). 
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In other words, { f ,g )^d{w)  is the conditional i/-expected value of given 
that w Q w' and = 5tep(|ii;|). We do not include the probability measure u in the 
notation {/,§)"(! because u (being positive) is implicit in d. 
Intuitively, the function (f,g)^d is a strategy for betting on a language A, assiuning 
that d itself is a strategy for betting on the language The following theorem 
makes this intuition precise. 
Theorem 4.4.3 (Martingale Dilation Theorem). Assume that i/ is a positive coin-toss 
probability measure on {0,1}°°, {f,g) is an orderly <tt-reduction, and is a 
martingale. Then {f,g)^d is a i/-maxtingale. Moreover, for every language A C {0,1}', 
i f  d  succeeds  on  then  { f ig )^d  succeeds  on  A.  
A very special case of the above result (for strictly increasing <^-reductions under 
the uniform probability measure) was developed by Ambos-Spies, Terwijn, and Zheng 
[3], and made explicit by Juedes and Lutz [37]. Our use of martingale dilation in the 
present chapter is very different from the simple padding arguments of [3, 37]. 
The following two technical lemmas are used in the proof of Theorem 4.4.3. 
Lemma 4.4.4. Assimie that i/ is a positive coin-toss probability measure on {0,1}°° 
and (/, g) is an orderly <tt-reduction. Let let w € {0,1}*, and assume that 
k = |iol is an (/,^)-step. Let i = step{k -t-1). Then, for b 6 {0,1}, 
i / ^ ^ ' ^ \F{w)b \F{w))  =  ^  i/{wu\w) .  
u 6 {0,1}'-* 
F{wu) = F[w]b 
Proof. Assume the hypothesis. Then 
i/^^'^\F{w)b) = ^ ^ v{w'u) 
F{w') = F{w) F{w'u) = F{w')b 
= ^2 ^ i/{w'u\w'). 
u/'6{0,l}* u6{0,l}'-* 
F(tu') = r(ti/) F(u;'u) = F ( w ' } b  
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Now, since i/ is a. coin-toss probability measure, we have u{w'u\w') = u{wu\w) for each 
w' G {0,1}^ such that F{w') = F{w). Also, since {f^g) is orderly, the conditions 
F{w'u) = F{w')b and F{wu) = F{w)h axe equivalent for each u 6 {0,1}'"^. Hence, 
u^^'^\F{w)b) = ^ ^ u{wu\w) 
u''€{0,l}* u6{0,l}'-* 
F(w') = F(w) F(tim) = F(ti;)6 
= i/^ -^ ' ^^ (F(w) )  ^  i/{wu\w) .  
ug{0,l}'-* 
F{ym) = F{w)b 
a  
Lemma 4.4.5. Assume that i/ is a positive coin-toss probability measure on {0,1}°° and 
(/, g) is an orderly <tt-reduction. Let and assume that rf is a i/^-^'^^-martingaJe. 
Let w €. {0,1}*, assume that k  = |it;| is an { f ,g ) - s t ep ,  and let I = step{k + 1). Then 
d{F{w))  =  ^  d{F{wu) ) i / {wu\w) .  
u6{0,l}'-* 
Proof. Assiune the hypothesis. Since disa. i/^-'^'^^-martingale and '^^{F{w)) is positive, 
we have 
1 
d{Fiw) )  =  d{F{w)b)u^^^^ \F{w)b \F{w)) .  
6=0 
It follows by Lemma 4.4.4 that 
d{F{w))  =  ^d{F{w)b)  ^  u{wu\w)  
6=0 u £ {0, i}'~* 
F[vm]  =  F{w)b  
I 
= ^2  d(F{wu) ) i / {wu\w)  
6=0 u g {0,1}'-* 
F{wu) = F[vt)b 
— ^  d{F{wu) )u{wu\w) .  
u6{0,l}'-* 
• 
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Proof of Theorem 4.4.3. Assume the hvoothesis, and let 
To see that { f ,g ) ' ^d  is a ^'-martingale, let w € {0,1}*, let k  = |iw|, and let I  = 
step(k + 1). We have two cases. 
CASE I. s t ep{k )  =  I .  Then 
1 1 
y^ ( / ,  g ) ' ' d{wb) i / (wb)  =  ^  ^  d{F{wbu) ) i / {wbu\wb) i / {wb)  
5=0 6=0 u6{o,i}'-*-' 
1 
= ^  ^2  d{F{whu) )u{wbu)  
6=0ug{0,l}'-*-' 
= ^  d{F{wu) )u{wu)  
u€{0,l}'-* 
CASE 11. s t ep{k )  <  I .  Then fc is aji (/,gr)-step, so { f ,g )^d{w)  = d(F(w)), whence by 
Lemma 4.4.5 
= X] d(F(wu))i/(wu). 
ue{a,i}'-'= 
Calculating as in Case I, it follows that 
6=0 
This completes the proof that (/, ffj'^d is a i/-martingaie. 
To complete the proof, let A C {Q, 1}', and assume that d  succeeds on F(A) .  For each 
n 6 N, let Wn = x>i[0"^N — 1], where l„ is the unique (/,^)-step such that |F(0'")| = n. 
Then, for all n 6 N, 
( f , grd (wn)  =  d(F(w„)}  =  d(xFiA)[0 . .n  -  1]), 
so 
limsup(/,sf)'^rf(x>i[0..fc-1]) > l imsup( f ,g )^d ( w n )  
k—•oo n—^oo 
= limsup<f(xF(x)[0..n - 1]) 
= oo. 
Thus { f ,g )^d  succeeds on A.  
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4.5 Positive Bias Reduction 
In this section, we define and analyze a positive truth-table reduction that encodes 
cin efficient, approximate simulation of one sequence of biases by another. 
Intuitively, if a and /3 are strongly positive sequences of biases, then the positive 
reduction of Q to is a <tt-reduction {f,g) that "tries to simulate" the sequence a 
with the sequence 0 by causing (J.° to be the probability distribution induced by 
and (f,g)- In general, this objective wiU only be approximately achieved, in the sense 
that the probability distribution induced by and (/, g) will actually be a probability 
distribution /z"', where Q' is a sequence of biases such that o! w a. 
The reduction (/, g) is constructed precisely as follows. 
Construction 4.5.1 (Positive Bias Reduction). Let a and (3 be strongly positive se­
quences of biases. Let 
5 = inf {Q:.-, 1 - a,-, ;3,-, 1 - | z 6 N} , 
^4l0g£_ 
For each x  € {0,1}' and 0 < n < 2*^'®', let q{x ,n )  =  xy, where y  is the element of 
{0 ,1}"^'^', and let j{x,n) be the index of the string g(x, n), i.e., Sj(x,n) = q{x,n). Then 
the positive bias reduction of a to 0 is the ordered pair (/, ^ ) of functions defined by the 
procedure in Figure 4.1. (For convenience, the procedure defines additional parameters 
that are useful in the subsequent analysis.) 
The following general remarks will be helpful in understanding Construction 4.5.1. 
(a) The boldface variables VQ, Vi,... denote Boolean inputs to the Boolean function 
g{x) being constructed. The Boolean function g{x) is an OR of k{x) Boolean 
functions h{x^k), i.e., 
A:(r)-1 
g{x)= \J  h{x ,k ) .  
k=0 
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begin 
input X = 5,; 
n := 0; 
g{x ,  0) := 0; a;(0) = 0; 
k := 0; 
while OL'i{k) < a{ — (z + 1)"^ do 
begin 
h{x,k,0)  := 1; 7t,fc(0) := 1; 
I := 0; 
while ai{ k )  4- l i ,k{l)  -  ot^ik)  • 7t,it(/) > oci  do 
begin 
h{x .  A;, / + 1) := h{x ,  k ,  I )  AND u„; 
"1" 1) •— ' 0j{x,n)i 
/ : = /  +  ! ;  
n := n + 1; 
end ; 
l i x , k )  :=  / ;  
h {x , k )  :=  h (x , k , l {x , k ) ) ;  
:= 7.-.jt(^(a:,fc)); 
g{x^k  +  1) := g{x ,k )  OR h{x ,k ) ;  
a'iik + 1) := a;(fc) + 7.-,jt - a'i{k) • 7.-,jk; 
k := k + I 
end ; 
k{x )  :=  f c ;  
n(x) := n; 
f i x )  :=  {q (x ,0 ) , . . . , q (x ,n{x )  -  1)); 
g{x)  :=  g{x ,n{x )y ,  
aj := a;(A:(x)) 
end . 
Figure 4.1 Construction of positive bieis reduction 
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The Boolean functions ^(x,0),5r(x, 1),... are preliminaxy approximations of the 
Boolean function g{x). In particular, 
k-i 
g{x ,k )  =  V  h{x , j )  
Jk=0 
for all 0 < A: < A;(x). Thus ^(x, 0) is the constant-O Boolean function. 
(b) The Boolean function ft(x, k )  is an AND of l {x ,  k )  consecutive input variables. The 
subscript n is incremented globally so that no input variable appears more than 
once in g{x). Just cis g(x,k) is the fc"* "partial OR" of g(x), h{x,k,l) is the 
"partial AND" of h{x, k). Thus h{x, k, 0) is the constant-1 Boolean function. 
(c) The input variables vq, Vi,... of correspond to the respective queries 9(x,0), 
9(x,l),... of /. If A = F(/,5)(B), then we have |x € A] = ^(a:)(vo • • • v„(i)_i), 
where each v„ = [^(x, n) E 5J. If 5 is chosen according to the sequence of 
biases /?, then /3y(r,n) is the probability that v„ = 1, is the probability that 
h{x,k) = 1, and Q(- is the probability that g{x) = 1. The while-loops ensure that 
a," - (i + 1)"^ < a'i < Q,-. 
The following lemmas provide some quantitative analysis of the behavior of Con­
struction 4.5.1. 
Lemma 4.5.2. In Construction 4.5.1, for all i 6 {0,1}' and 0 < fc < k{x ) ,  
Proof. Fix such x and fc, and let I '  = l {x ,  k ) .  If I '  = 0, the result is trivial, so assume 
that I' > 0. Then, by the minimality of 
+ 7a(^' - 1) > a.-. 
so 
- 1) > oci - ct'iik) > (i + 1)  ^
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so 
It follows that 
-21og(i + l)<(/--l)log(l-<J), 
whence 
21og(z + 1) 
/ •  <  1 -
<  1 -
< 1 + 
log{ l -S )  
2|x| 
log(l-(J2) 
ckl 
lloge 
Lemma 4.5.3. In the Construction 4.5.1, for ail x 6 {0,1}', and 0  <  k  <  k{x )  
a.-a:.(A:)<(l-(jy. 
Proof. Fix such x  and k  with k  <  k{x )  — 1, and let I '  =  l {x ,h ) .  Then 
a,- - a;(fc), so > S • - 1) xJ • (a,- - a((A:)), whence 
g.- - a'i{k + 1) ^ Q{ - (Q-(fe) + 7.-.fc " • 7.',fc) 
a,- - a-(fc) Qf - a'i{k) 
a - a'ijk) - - ajik)) 
Oi - a'i{k) 
< 
<  l - 5 - { l -ai)  
<  l - S \  
The lemma now follows immediately by induction. 
Lemma 4.5.4. In Construction 4.5.1, for all x € {0,1}', 
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Proof. Fix X € {0,1}". By Lemma 4.5.3 and the minimality of k{x ) ,  
ai - (1 - ^2)Mx)-1 < _ 1) < ^ i)-2^ 
so 
so 
l o g ( l — 2 1 o g e "  
• 
Lemma 4.5.5. In Construction 4.5.1, for all z 6 {0,1}*, 
n{x)  <  2='^ ' .  
Proof. Let z 6 {0, l}*. Then 
k (x ) - l  
n{x)= 53  l {x , k ) ,  
Jt=0 
so by Lemmas 4.5.2, 4.5.4, and the bound 1 + f < e', 
• 
Definition. Let { f , g )  be a <tt-reduction. 
1- UiQ) is positive (briefly, a <pos-tt-reduction) if, for all A, 5 C {0,1}', A C B 
impliesF(;.3)(A) C F(/^)(5). 
2- i f ^ g )  is polynomial-time computable (briefly, a <fj-reduction) if the functions / 
ajid g aje computable in polynomial time. 
3- { f i g )  is polynomial-time computable with linear-bounded queries (briefly, a 
reduction) if {f,g) is a ^fj-reduction and there is a constant c 6 N such that, for 
all X 6 {0,1}-, C {0,1}£'I"-W). 
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Of course, a <pi'"tt-reduction is a <tt-reduction with all the above properties. 
The following resiilt presents the properties of the positive bias reduction that are 
used in the proof of our main theorem. 
Theorem 4.5.6 (Positive Bias Reduction Theorem). Let a and P be strongly positive. 
P-exact sequences of biases, and let (/,^) be the positive bias reduction of a to /?. Then 
{f,g) is an orderly <pos"tt-reduction, and the probability measure induced by and 
{fi9) is a coin-toss probability measure where a « 
Proof. Assume the hypothesis. By inspection and Lemma 4.5.5, the pair is an 
orderly <pos"tt"reduction. (Letmna 4.5.5 also ensures that f{x) is well-defined.) The 
reduction is also positive, since only AND's and OR's are used in the construction of 
g{x). Thus {ftg) is an orderly <pos"tt-reduction. 
By remark (c) following Construction 4.5.1, the probability measure induced by 
and {f,g) is the coin-toss probability measure , where = (ag, aj,...) is defined in 
the construction. Moreover, 
£ |a.- - a^l < £(2 + l)-2 < oo, 
«=0 1=0 
so Q « a'. • 
4.6 Equivalence for Complexity Classes 
Many important complexity classes, including P, NP, co-NP, R, BPP, AM, P/Poly, 
PH, PSPACE, etc., are known to be closed imder <pQ5_j^-reductions, hence certainly 
P lin 
under <p;s_tt-reductions. The following theorem, which is the main result of this chapter, 
says that the p-measure of such a class is somewhat insensitive to certain changes in 
the underlying probability measure. The proof is now easy, given the machinery of the 
preceding sections. 
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Theorem 4.6.1 (Bias Equivalence Theorem). Assume that a and /? tire strongly posi­
tive P-sequences of biases, ajid let C be a class of languages that is closed under 
reductions. Then 
4(fi) = 0 ^f(C) = 0. 
Proof. Assume the hypothesis, and assimie that /ip(C) = 0. By symmetry, it suffices to 
show that =0. 
By Lemma 4.3.2, there exist P-exact sequences ^ and /?' such that <5 w a' and 
w Let (/,£f) be the positive bias reduction of d to /?'. Then, by the Positive 
Bias Reduction Theorem (Theorem 4.5.6), {f,g) is an orderly <p^'"tt-reduction, and 
the probability measure induced by and {f,g) is where a' w a". 
Since OC ^ Qj' ^ a" and fip{C) = 0, the Summable Equivalence Theorem (Theo­
rem 4.2.3) tells us that there is a p-Q"-martingale d such that C C By the Mar­
tingale Dilation Theorem (Theorem 4.4.3), the function {f,g)^d is then a /3'-majtingale. 
In fact, it easily checked that (/, g)^d is a p-/?'-maxtingale. 
Now let v4 6 C. Then, since C is closed xmder <p^"tt-reductions, F^^g){A)  E  C  C  
It follows by the Martingale Dilation Theorem that A € S°°[(f,g)^dl. Thus 
C C S°°[(f,g)^dj. Since {f,g)~d is a p-/?'-martingale, this shows that = 0. 
Finally, since 0 « it follows by the Summable Equivalence Theorem that y.^{X) = 0. 
• 
It is clear that the Bias Equivalence Theorem remains true if the resource bound on 
the measure is relaxed. That is, the analogs of Theorem 4.6.1 for p2-measure, pspace-
measure, rec-measure, constructive measure, and classical measure all immediately fol­
low. We conclude by noting that the analogs of Theorem 4.6.1 for measure in E and 
measure in Ej also immediately follow. 
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Corollary 4.6.2. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 4.6.1, 
/i°(C|E) = 0 ^  /(C|E) = 0 
and 
/z"(C|E2) = 0<^ /(CIE2) = 0. 
Proof. If C is closed nnder <p^"tt-reductions, then so are the classes C D E and COEQ -
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CHAPTER 5 PARAMETER COMPLEXITY AND 
COMPUTATIONAL POWER IN QUANTUM 
COMPUTATION 
5.1 Introduction to the Quantum Model 
Following previous authors on the subject,e.^., Bernstein and Vazirajii [12], we in­
troduce quantum Turing machines by first giving a description of probabilistic Turing 
machines and then transforming this description into the same language and notation 
that we will subsequently use for the quantxmi model. This description will differ signif­
icantly from the " distributions over witnesses" view that we used in Chapter 3. This 
alternative view begins with a nondeterministic Turing machine and assigns a proba­
bility to each transition. To keep the mechanism internally consistent we add the very 
natural requirement that from any given configuration the probabilities of the available 
transitions must simi to one. To progress from this starting point to a formalism more 
similar to that used with quantum Tiu-ing machines we will rephrase the model using 
linecir algebra in a way einalogous to that done with Maxkov processes. 
5.1.1 A description of probabilistic Turing machines 
Informally, we think of a probabilistic Turing machine as having a finite state con­
trol and a doubly infinite, linear storage tape. At each stage in the computation the 
read/write head reads one tape cell. Based on this symbol and its current state, the 
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control selects a new state, writes a (possibly) new symbol at the current position on 
the tape and moves the reaxi/write head one cell to the left (-1), keeps it where it is 
(0), or moves it one ceU to the right (+1). To make the control mechanism probabilistic 
we allow the possibility that M might choose randomly from a number of cJtemative 
actions. Intuitively, the transition function 5{(p,a),{q,b,d)) gives the probability that 
for a given current state p and current tape symbol a, M will write the tape symbol 
6, change the state to q and move the tape head d cells to the right. We sometimes 
write this transition as {p,a) h {q,b,d). For a particular input pair {p,a) the values 
^((p,a), (q,6,rf)) must sum to one. 
A computation begins with the input string written on the tape, the read/write head 
scanning the left-most input symbol, and the control in state qo. At each time step the 
machine selects one of the possible computation steps according to the probabilities 
assigned to them by S. If the computation reaches state /"•• it stays there and we say M 
has accepted the input. If the computation reaches state f~ it stays there and we say 
that M has rejected the input. 
We are usually interested in the probabilities with which these last two events happen. 
Due to the probabilistic nature of there are potentially many possible computation 
sequences for a given input. The probability that any one specific computation sequence 
will occur is simply the product of the 5 values of the individual transitions chosen in 
the sequence. The probability that M accepts an input x in t time steps is the siim of 
the probabilities of ail the computation sequences of length t which find themselves in 
state /"•" after the ^-th transition. Similarly, the probability that M rejects an input x 
in t time steps is the sum of the probabilities of all the computation sequences of length 
t which find themselves in state f~ after the f-th transition. 
More formally we define probabilistic Turing machines as foUows: 
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Definition. 
A probabilistic Turing machine is a 6-tuple M = {Q,  S, 5, qa, /"), whose compo­
nents are as follows. Q = {go,9i, • • • > 9n-2 = 9n-i = /"} is a finite set of states. S 
is a finite tape alphabet usually taken to be {0,1, •}, where • is the blank tape sym­
bol. qo is the starting state. /••" and f~ axe the halt/accept and the halt/reject states 
respectively. S is the transition function: (J : (Q x S) x (Q x S x {—1,0, +1}) —v [0,1]. 
We require that 5 be well-formed, this means that at any point in the computation the 
probabilities of the possible transitions sum to one, i.e., for any pair (p, a) G Q x E we 
have 
H <^((p,a),(g,6,rf)) = 1. 
(9,M)€<3xLX{-1,0,+1} 
We also require that for any a, that ^((/,a), (/, a,0)) = 1 for / = Z"*" or / = /". 
That is, once the machine achieves a final state nothing changes. 
So far this has been a fairly standard description of probabilistic Turing machines. 
Next, we would like to develop a notation more like that used for quEintum machines 
but which is still consistent with the above description of probabilistic machines. 
There axe two equivalent ways to view the semantics of a probabilistic Turing ma­
chine. The more usual view, that of the realists, says that at each time step the machine 
randomly chooses an actual transition using the probabilities given by 5. According to 
this interpretation the machine is in a definite configuration, i.e., combination of state, 
head position and tape contents, at each time step. Realists view the machine as moving 
from one definite (but random) configuration to another. 
The observational view, on the other hand, interprets the machine as having taken 
all possible paths simultaneously and being in a "superposition" of all possible configu­
rations. An analogy might be to think of the condition of a single coin after it has been 
tossed but before the result has been observed. The realists' view would be that it is 
either a head or a tail with probability ^ of each being the Ccise. The observational view 
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would be that the coin is in a state of being half heads and half tails simultaneously. Or 
to put it another way, the realists think it is either a head or a tail, we just do not know 
which yet, whereas the observationalists think it is really neither yet or more accurately 
that it is both until we look at it and "collapse" the possibilities to one definite result. 
For probabilistic computation either view is equally valid. They both compute the 
same results with the same probabilities. For the queintum model, on the other hand, 
the two are not equivalent. The realists' view is inappropriate to this model. As we 
shall soon see, believing that the machine occupies a definite configuration during each 
intermediate step of a computation and computing conditional probabilities based on 
this belief will produce different results from those computed using the observational 
"superposition" viewpoint for quantum computations. This counterintuitive state of 
affairs distinguishes quajitum computation from classical or probabilistic computation 
in the same way that it distinguishes quantimi physics from classical physics. 
To best understand the processes in quantimi computation it will be convenient to 
formalize the notion of a configuration of a Turing machine. 
Definition. 
A configuration of a Turing machine M = (Q, S, 90?/"""i/") is a 4- tuple, < 
m, wi, a, Wr >€ {0,1,..., \Q\ — 1} x {0,1}' x {0,1, •} x {0,1}'. In this 4-tuple, qm 
is the current state, a the tape symbol currently under the read/write head, and lo/, and 
Wr represent the (possibly empty) strings to the left and right, respectively, of the tape 
head. 
We define the set of all configurations as configM = {0,..., |(3| — 1} x {0,1}* x 
{0,l,n} x{0,l}'. 
From a configuration < m,wi,a,wr > the transition I" { q n , b , d )  will take us 
to a new configuration give by: 
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< n, i£;/[0... |u;/| — 2], — 1], 6 - tWr > if rf = —1 
< n,wi^b^wr\ > if </= 0 
<n,wi • b, it;r[l]j tfr[2... jlOr | — 1] > if = +1. 
The set configM is countable, so we may write configM = {O), Ci,...}. We can then 
represent the set of configurations possible after t time steps of machine M with input 
X cis a vector =< uq, Ui,... > where the ith component represents the probability 
that machine M is in configuration c,- at time t. It will be the case that all but finitely 
many of the components of will be zero, that all of them will be in the interval 
[0,1], and since S is weU-formed, that they wUl sum to one. We will suppress the M 
subscript parameter and write when an M has been fixed or is evident. If both 
an M and aji x have been fixed we wiU write for This will unclutter the 
notation. 
The last step in the transition to a matrix notation is to transform the function S 
into a matrix. Let D be the matrix whose (i,7)th entry Z?,j is the probability that M in 
configiiration c,- moves to configm-ation Cj. Then it is clear that, although D is infinite 
in two dimensions, each row and column has at most finitely many non-zero entries. It 
is also clear that each row sums to one. From our interpretation of vector components 
as configuration probabilities it is easy to see that if we multiply a row vector whose 
entries sum to one by Z) (on the right) the result is another row vector whose entries sum 
to one. Not all matrices that satisfy these constraints represent transition functions of 
Turing machines so we call D regular if there is a probabilistic Turing machine M with 
transition function 8 such that D corresponds to 5 in the way just described. When D 
cor responds  to  t r ans i t ion  func t ion  5 ,  and  hence  i s  r egu la r ,  we  wr i t e  D = D{5) .  
We axe now in a position to describe a probabilistic computation in terms of matrix 
midtiplication. Fixing a probabilistic Turing machine M = (Q, S,<y, go,we let 
init{x) =< 0, A,x[0],z[l... |x| — 1] > be the initial configuration of M on input x. This 
says that x has been written on the work tape, that the read/write head is positioned 
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over the left-most bit of x and that the machine control is in state 0. We let be the 
vector with a one in the position corresponding to init{x) and zeroes elsewhere. Then 
each step of the computation M(x) can be represented by mxiltiplication by D. Thus, 
if we set v^*\x) = t^°^(x) • then represents the probability that Af finds 
itself in configxiration c,- after t time steps when computing beginning with configuration 
init(x). 
We end this section by defining the semantics of accepting and rejecting inputs. 
Recall that /'•' is the accept state and that f~ is the reject state. To find the probability 
that M accepts an input string x after t time steps we need to sum the components 
in which correspond to configurations of M in the state Similarly we can 
compute the probability of rejection using the state /". More formally: 
Definition. 
For an n-state probabilistic Turing machine M = {Q,  S, 5, qo, g„_2 = qn-i = f~) 
we define the set of accepting configurations as 
acc{M)  = {n — 2} x {0,1}' x S x {0,1}* 
and the set of rejecting configurations as 
re j {M)  = {n — 1} X {0,1}' x S x {0,1}'. 
The probability that M accepts input string x 'mt  time steps is denoted by p+\M, x) 
and the probability that M rejects input string i in f time steps by p^l\M,x). Their 
values are given by X) = Ec.gacc{Af) W and p^L\M, x) = EAEREHM) W-
5.1.2 Some polynomial-time probabilistic complexity classes 
By restricting machines to certain levels of acceptance and by limiting the range of 
5 we can define the various well-known probabilistic complexity classes. A reader who 
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is primaxily interested in continuing the discussion of the quantum model can skip this 
section. 
To define the usual classes RP, ZPP, and BPP we require that the range of S be the 
set {0, 1}. That is, each step in the computation has at most two choices and when 
two choices axe available they axe equally likely to be chosen. Under this assumption we 
can define the classes just listed. 
Definition. 
Let M = (<5,S,^,9O,/"*">/") be a probabilistic Turing machine. We call 5 a fair-
coin transition function, and M a fair-coin probabilistic Turing machine if range{5) = 
Definition. 
A language L C {0,1}* is in the class RP if there exist a polynomial q and a fair-coin 
probabilistic Turing machine M such that for x E: L we have x) > j and for 
X ^ L we have = 0. 
A language L C {0,1}* is in the class ZPP if there exist a polynomial q and a fair-coin 
probabilistic Turing machine M such that for x € Zi we have x) > j and that 
p^(l®l))(^, a;) == 0 while for x ^ L we have x) > | and that M, x) = 0. 
A language L C {0,1}' is in the class BPP if there exist a polynomial q and a fair-
coin probabilistic Turing machine M such that for x 6 i we have x) > | and 
for X ^ L we have x) > |. 
This definition of BPP is equivalent to the definition given in Chapter 3. 
To redefine the class BP/jP discussed in Chapter 3 we require that the M have at 
most 2 choices in any given configuration and that when M has exactly 2 choices, one 
has probability /? and the other 1—0. The acceptance criterion is the same as that just 
given for BPP. 
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Definition. 
Let M = (Q, 2, ^ ,90)/"*">/") be a probabilistic Turing machine. We caJl 8 a biased-
coin transition function, and M a biased-coin probabilistic Turing machine if there is a 
real number /? such that range(5) = {0,/3,1 — /?, 1} ajid for every (g, a) 6 <5 x E there 
axe at most 2 choices of {p,b,d) € Q x {—1,0,1} for which S{{q, a), {p, 6, tf)) > 0. 
It is a consequence of the definition of probabilistic Turing machines that any such 
/3 will be in the interval [0,1]. 
Definition. 
A language L C {0,1}* is in the class BP/jP if there exist a polynomial q and a 
biased-coin probabilistic Turing machine M having bias /? such that for x 6 L we have 
p^(l^l))(M, x) > I and for x ^ L we have x) > 
This is equivalent to our previous definition of BP/jP, and as before, BPP = BPiP. 
5.1.3 The quantum model 
Having described the probabilistic model we are ready to describe the quantum model 
in similar terms. In our definition a quantum Turing machine will consist of a set of 
states, use the binary alphabet, have a complex-valued transition function, and have a 
set of halting states (some accepting and some rejecting). 
To represent the current state we will use a string of bits, which we can interpret as a 
natural number or, if one prefers, as a register. Rather than having a single accept state, 
it will be convenient to think of one of the bits as representing acceptance/rejection. It 
wiU also be convenient to use one of the state bits to 'signal' when the computation is 
complete. We will discuss the importance of this bit later, its necessity and use is one 
of the ftmdamental differences between probabilistic and quantimi Turing machines. 
The transition function of the quantimi Turing machine will take complex values 
rather than be limited to the interval [0,1] of reals. This use of complex values will have 
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very serious and interesting consequences for our understanding and interpretation of 
the computationcJ process. The transition function will be converted into a transition 
matrix in the same way we transformed the trzinsition function of a probabilistic machine 
into matrix form. We can again then think of each step in a computation as a matrix 
multiplication. One significant difference however wiU be that we will require that the 
matrix be unitary, i.e., D~^ = D'. This means that only transition functions that 
produce unitary transition matrices wiU be allowed. 
Because of the complex-valued nature of the transition functions we will not be 
able to directly interpret their values as probabilities. Using the language and usage of 
quantimi physics, we will instead call these complex values amplitudes. The associated 
probabilities will come from the squares of the moduli of the amplitudes. Thus, we 
will still be able to think of the values as giving the probabilities of transitions and the 
probabilities of being in specified states, albeit indirectly. 
We now give a formal definition of a quantimi Turing machine. 
Definition. 
A quantum Turing machine is a 5-tuple Q = {S,T,,So,S, F), where 5 is a finite set 
of states, S is a tape alphabet, SQ € 5 is the staxting state, : (5 x S) x (5 x E x 
{—1,0,1}) —C is a regular transition function, and F C 5 is a set of accepting states. 
We say that 5 is regular if the associated transition matrix D{5) is unitary. 
We canonically use 5 = {0,1,... 2^ - 1}, S = {0,1, •}, 5o = 0, and F = {n|the k — 
2nd bit of n is 1} 
The state of Q is represented by a fc-bit string (or register). The most significant 
(leftmost) bit is interpreted as the halt flag and the next most significant bit as the 
accept flag. To accept an input a computation will raise both flags. To reject an input it 
will raise only the halt flag. In a discussion to follow we will see that a quantum Turing 
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machine cannot really halt. It will raise the halt flztg and continue processing. However, 
we will not allow it to change its mind about acceptance or halting. 
As with probabilistic Turing machines we note that the set of configurations is count­
able, we denote the set of all configurations of a quantum Turing machine Q as configq 
and enumerate the set as {CQ, ci,...}. We think of the computation in terms of beginning 
with an initial vector having a one in the component corresponding to the initial 
configuration initQ{x) and zero for all other components. This vector is subsequently 
multiplied by the matrix D{8)^ once for each step of the computation, producing, after 
t time steps, a complex-valued vector {^''(x) whose i-th component u,- is the amplitude 
associated with the configuration c,-. The squared modulus of u,-, |r,p, gives the proba­
bility that the computation will be in configuration c,- after the f-th time step. We desire 
that the total probability of the various configurations should be one at all times. That 
is trivially true for the initial configuration vector. We must restrict D{5) such that it 
preserves this property. One class of matrices with this property is the class of unitary 
matrices. In fact if a square matrix D defines an onto mapping then it is unitary if 
and only if it preserves length. So unitaricity is a very natural requirement for quantum 
transition matrices. 
The definitions below axe standard definitions from complex analysis and linear al­
gebra. 
Definition. 
The modulus of a complex number 2: = a + z6 is given by \z\ = 
The norm or length of a (configuration) vector v is given by ||u|| = 
There are many equivalent ways of defining imitary matrices. Our earlier definition 
was that D is unitary if D~^ = D'. Another equivalent characterization is that if 
D defines an onto mapping then it is unitary if and only if it preserves length, i.e., 
||t;Z)|| = ||u||. Both of these definitions have the drawback that we cannot tell directly 
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from the transition function whether or not it yields a unitary transition matrix. In 
a subsequent section we will look at a "local" characterization of the unitary concept 
given by Bernstein and Vazirani [12]. First however, we examine the consequences of 
allowing complex amplitudes. 
There axe two important consequences of allowing quantum machines to have com­
plex (or even negative real) amplitudes. The first is interference, i.e., the ability for 
computation paths to reinforce each other or to cancel each other. These are called 
constructive and destructive interference respectively. The second is the effect that an 
observer can have on the result of a computation. The example below demonstrates both 
phenomena. It is a conmionly used [18, 70], simple example of quantum computation. 
Consider a quantum Turing machine in which there are only two configurations. This 
can be thought of as a single bit, often called a qbit, which is either 0 or 1. Consider the 
transition matrix 
D{5) = 
1 1 
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1 -1  
72 72 
Intuitively this may be thought of as the transition matrix for a fair quantum coin. 
The configuration vector < 1,0 > may be though of as corresponding to heads and 
< 0,1 > to tails. If the machine starts in the < 1,0 > configuration and we apply D{5) 
once we obtain < ^ >. Interpreting the squares of the components as probabilities, 
we see that we axe in a superposition of configurations which is 1/2 heads and 1/2 tails. 
This is the basis of our claim that this corresponds to a fair coin. To see the interference, 
let us apply D{5) again. Multiplying < ;7f > > by D{5) returns us to < 1,0 >. We 
were in a condition of being half heads and half tails, the amplitude of moving from heads 
to tails was l/y/2 which yields probability Similarly, the amplitude of moving from 
tails to tails was —1/\/2 which yields probability So from heads to tails has positive 
probability, and from tails to tails has positive probability, and yet from a state of being 
half heads and half tails our totzd probability of moving to tails is zero! What happened? 
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The key to this effect lies in the negative amplitude. The negative amplitude of the tails-
to-tails transition cancels out the positive amplitude of the heads-to-tciils transition so 
that there remains no probability of getting a tail. 
This interference is more than just a curiosity. Well-designed quanttma algorithms 
use interference to great effect. They axe designed so that undesirable outcomes suffer 
destructive interference while desirable outcomes are enhanced by constructive interfer­
ence. 
We can use the same example to demonstrate the power of observation. When we 
observe a quantum (or probabilistic) computation after the f-th time step, we must see 
the machine Q in one of the legal configurations in configQ. It cannot be an abstract 
superposition of configurations such as exist in the absence of observation. That is, the 
physical coin, when observed, must either be heads or tails. Quantum physicists call 
this effect 'collapsing the quantimi possibilities' to a classical result. We saw in the 
previous example that if we start the coin at heads and flip it twice without looking at 
the intervening result the result is always a head. Suppose we observe the coin after the 
first toss. This forces the coin into configuration <l,0>or<0,1> with probabilities 
5 and I respectively. Using either of these configurations as a starting point the second 
coin toss results in a coin that is heads with probability whereas the unobserved coin 
was heads with probability 1. When we do not observe the intermediate result we always 
get a head. When we do observe the intermediate result we get a head half of the time 
and a tail half of the time. The observation act has changed the distribution of the 
outcome! 
In the probabilistic Ccise an observation may limit the outcomes for that rim of the 
computation but the distribution of outcomes over many runs is unchanged. On the 
other hand an observation of a quantum computation may actually change the long-run 
distribution of the outcomes. 
To avoid this effect we do not allow ourselves to observe a quantum computation in 
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progress. We only allow ourselves to observe the halt bit. We assume our computation 
is not sensitive to this particular observation. Only when the halt flag has been raised 
do we observe the result of the computation. 
The previous fair-coin example can be modified to model a biased coin. Applying 
the transition matrix below to the configuration vector < 1,0 > yields < y/l —13 >. 
Such a vector may be taken to represent the result of tossing a coin with bias (3. 
D{5) = 
In both examples since D{5) = D'{S) = D~^{5) we have that D{5) is unitary. We 
will be able to extend this biased-coin example to achieve quantimi results related to 
the BP/jP classes that were the main topic of Chapter 3. But first we look more closely 
at the problem of deciding whether or not a quantum transition function is regular. 
Unlike the two simple examples just given, checking that D{5) is unitary is usually 
a difficult task. We would like a 'local' method, i.e., one that looks only at 5, for 
determining whether S is regular. The following theorem from Bernstein and Vazirani 
[12, 79] is one such useful characterization of regular transition fimctions. 
Theorem 5.1.1. (Bernstein and Vazirani) [79] 
The quantimi transition function 5 for Q = (5, S, 5o, (J, F) is regular if and only if 
the following two conditions hold. 
1. For any (pi,ai),(p2,a2) € 5 X S, 
oi) ,  (q, 6,  d))5'{{p2, ca) ,  (q, b, d)) 
(7,6,J)e5xEx{-l,0.1} 
(1 if (pi,ai) = (p2,52) 0 if (pi,ai) ^ (p2,52) 
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2. For any (pi, ai, bi), (p2,025 62) € 5 x E x S and for any rfi ^ (^2 € {—1,0,1}, 
fli), (g, f>i, di))6'((p2,02), (q, 62, ^ 2)) = 0. 
qes 
The first condition clearly comes from DD' = I. The second says that the various 
ways to get to a particrdar state are orthogonal. The later in turn is related to a 
fundamental property of quantimi Turing machines, namely, their reversibility. 
In quantum physics, one of the consequences of the unitary nature of the matrices is 
that quantum processes are reversible. The matrix D' gives the amplitudes eissociated 
with reversing the computation of a quantxmi Turing machine. In fact, Bernstein and 
Vazirani [12] teU us that this is another way to characterize regular transition functions. 
Theorem 5.1.2.rBemstein and Vazirani)[12] 
The transition function 5 of a quantima Turing machine is regular if and only if the 
configuration map 5* specified by reversing the arrows and conjugating the amplitudes 
of 5 undoes the computation of 5. 
Bennett [6, 7, 8] has shown that any deterministic Turing machine is reversible. The 
theorem above tells us that reversible Turing machines form a subset of the quantum 
Turing machines. Thus quantum Turing machines are a generalization of classical Tur­
ing machines. This observation was made by Deutsch in his seminal paper on quantum 
computation[25]. Furthermore, the Bennett results [6, 7, 8] teU us that the transforma­
tion from classical to reversible Turing machine causes only a linear slowdown in the 
running times. Thus the simulation of deterministic algorithms by quantimi machines 
is efiBcient. We will use these results on the quantum simulation of classical machines in 
the next sections. 
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5.2 The Complexity of Quantum Parameters 
In Chapter 3 we showed that the complexity of the parameter was intricately 
related to the complexity of the class BP^P. In particular, we showed that for some 
/?, BP/jP contains noncomputable languages. This was true because we could recover 
noncomputable information encoded in the bias /?. 
We will show that a similar phenomenon is true for quantum complexity classes. 
The quantimi parameters in question are the values assimied by the transition function 
5 which in turn are the entries of D(5). If they are computable then a deterministic 
aigorithm can perform the matrix multiplications needed to calculate the transitions of 
the quantum machine to necessary accuracy with at most exponential slowdown. Thus, 
a quantum Turing machine with a computable transition function decides a computable 
language. 
We will show, on the other hand, that there are quantimi parameter sets which can 
compute noncomputable languages. The type of parameters allowed is a resource to the 
computation just as space and time axe resotrrces. Restricting this resource produces 
a hierarchy of complexity classes just as restricting space and time resources produce 
hierarchies. In the next section we will define quantum classes baised on the complexity 
of these parameters. 
The fact that useful information can be encoded in the values of D{5) is a technical 
point that was overlooked in early papers on quantimi computation. These papers state 
that quantum computers are limited to deciding computable languages because the ma­
trix computations can be simulated deterministically, albeit with exponential slowdown. 
This line of reasoning however implicitly assumes that the values of the parameters can 
be obtained to any desired accuracy upon demand. This tacit assumption limits the 
parameters to be "computable" complex nimibers. This assumption breaJcs down even 
further when one enters the realm of time-bounded quantum computation. Here even 
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the assumption that the parameters are computable gives an aJgorithm unreasonable 
computational power. We believe that the paxcimeters should be computable in time 
compatible with the quantum algorithm. 
Recently authors have been more careful about these implicit assumptions. For 
example, Shor [67] states that it is desirable for quantum machines to have polynomial 
precision in their amplitudes, i.e., For an input of length n one needs to specify the first 
log n bits of the amplitudes. 
In the next section we will adopt the convention of explicitly stating the set of allowed 
amplitudes when defining a quantmn complexity class. We would write Shor's suggestion 
as BQP[ECF]-
A theorem given by Bennett, Brassard, Bernstein and Vazirani [9] quoted in section 
5.3 also says that we only need to know the values of the amplitudes to an accuracy 
of where n is the length of the input, to determine the result of a quantimi 
computation. Thus, we believe that BQP[ECF] is the best choice for a "standard" BQP. 
5.3 Quantum Complexity Classes 
We have developed our view of quantum computation by analogy to probabilistic 
computation. We also define the semantics of acceptance to parallel to those of proba­
bilistic computation, in particular, we define the quantum complexity class BQP[T] in 
a way similar to the way we defined the class BPP. 
Definition. 
Let r be a set of complex numbers and L be a language. We say that L is a member 
of BQP[T] if there exist a quantum Turing machine Q = (5, S, sq, 5, F) and a polynomial 
q such that range(5) C T and for every x, after 9(|a:|) time steps, all computation paths 
of Q have raised the halt flag and (or x G L the probability the Q accepts is at least | 
and for I L the probability that Q accepts x is at most j. 
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5.3.1 A relationship between BP^P and BQP 
One of the ways we could approach the relationship between probabilistic classes and 
quantum classes would be based on the definition of BQPfT] in the previous section. We 
could start with a probabilistic Turing machine, extend Bennett's reversibility results 
to probabilistic Turing machines and proceed to establish a containment of probabilistic 
classes in quantum classes. 
However, we prefer to return at this point to the probability over witnesses definition 
of BP^gP that we gave in Chapter 3. This wiU allow us to use deterministic Turing 
machines and the Bennett/Deutsch results directly. In the theorem below, we will use 
the biased-coin transition to create a string of /3-biased bits. This will produce a string 
which represents a superposition of all possible witnesses in which each possible witness w 
appears with probability We can then simulate the usual deterministic algorithm 
on the input-witness pair. 
Theorem 5.3.1. 
BPjP C BQP[{0, yis, 1}]. 
Proof. 
Consider a language L in BP/jP. There must be a language 5 in P and a polynomial 
q{n) such that for any x 
Pr 0{{w € {0,< x,w >e B X € L}) > 7. 
fi 4 
By Bennett's work there is a reversible Turing machine M which accepts B. 
We now define a BQP algorithm Q which will recognize L. 
The algorithm for Q first(reversibly) writes a string of g(|x|) many ones on the work 
tape. It then applies the quantum /?-biased-coin transition independently to each of 
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these bits. This produces a string w which is a superposition of all possible 9(|x|)-length 
strings having probability distribution 
The machine Q deterministically (and reversibly) creates the pair < x,w > and 
simulates M{< x,w >). Since the witnesses were distributed according to the 
acceptance probability of Q will be greater than |  for x 6 L and less than ^ for x ^ L. 
The values in D{S) for Q are exactly the y/^ and y/1 — (3 needed for the biased coin 
flips and {0,1} for the deterministic steps. 
The transition function is reversible thus by Theorem 5.1.2 we have that it is regulax 
and is a BQP[{0, y/J^, y/1 —/?, 1}] machine and the proof is complete. 
• 
Using /3 = I we easily get BP? C BQP[{0, 1}]. In addition our BP/jP results 
from Chapter 3 also carry over. The following corollary states two of these. 
Corollary 5.3.2. 
• If /3 € ECF then BP/jP C BQP. 
• There is a set T of such that BQPfT*] ^ REC. 
Proof. 
The first inclusion holds since we can easily compute the square root of a number 
given exponential time. 
In Chapter 3 we showed that for some /?, BP/jP contained noncomputable languages. 
If L is one such noncomputable element of some BP/jP then by Theorem 5.3.1 there is 
a quantum Turing machine in the class BQP[{0, \/^, v/l — Pi 1}] which accepts L. The 
second statement of the corollary follows. 
• 
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5.3.2 BQP[ECF] C P*PW 
We continue our investigation of quantum complexity classes by showing that 
BQP[ECF] Q I.e., if the amplitudes associated with a quantum Turing machine 
Q are exponential-time computable then the language accepted by Q can be simulated 
by a polynomial time-bounded Turing machine with a #P oracle. This result is a more 
precise and slightly strengthened version (with a new proof) of a restilt that Bernstein 
and Vazirajii [12] attribute to personal communication by Valiant. 
We remind the reader of the definition of the coimting class #P, first introduced by 
Valiant [73]. 
Definition. 
If M is a nondeterministic Turing machine with polynomial time bound q{n) such 
that M is balanced, i.e., every computation takes exactly g(|x|) steps, then the function, 
h : {0,1}* N, defined by h{x) = the number of distinct accepting computations of 
M(x), is called the counting function associated with M. 
The collection of all of the counting functions for all such NTMs is denoted by #P 
and called sharp P. 
Since we can rewrite ajiy Turing machine algorithm to clock itself and terminate at 
a precomputed time, the balance restriction in the above definition does not limit the 
class #P. 
We use three lemmas in the proof of the main theorem of this section. The first is 
from Bernstein and Va^irani [12]. The second is from Bennett, Bernstein, Brassard and 
Vazirani [9]. The third is original and contains the crux of the argument. 
Lemma 5.3.3.[12] 
To every quantum Turing machine Q there corresponds another quantum Turing 
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machine Q' whose treinsition function S assimies only real values and such that 
Pr{Q accepts x) = Pr{Q' accepts x). 
Lemma 5.3.3 is stated without proof in [12]. The proof Ccin be obtained by splitting 
states into real and imaginary parts, building a Cartesian product machine and carefully 
defining the transition function to properly preserve complex axithmetic operations. 
Lemma 5.3.4.[9] 
For any polynomial time bounded quantum Turing machine Q there is a constant 
c such that for all x, if any other quantum Turing machine Q' has the same state set, 
same tape alphabet and satisfies [J(si,cri,<T2,52,£^) — (J'(si,cri,<T2i'S2,«/)[ < for 
('Si,o'i,52,o-2,rf), then Q accepts x if and only if Q' accepts x. 
The previous lemma was discussed in Section 5.2. As stated then, we believe that 
this lemma exhibits a critical property of quantiun computation. 
The next lemma contains the crux of the argument that BQP[ECF] Q In this 
lemma we construct a nondeterministic Turing machine whose counting function wiU 
act as oracle in the proof of the main theorem. The paths in the machine encode the 
amplitudes of Q using a two's complement representation. We recall for the reader the 
definition of the two's complement representation. 
Definition. 
The k-bit, two's complement representation of an integer z is the function tck : 
{—2^"^,..., 2^^"^) — 1} ^ {0,1}^ defined as follows. 
1. If 0 < z < 2^*"^^ then tck{z) is the standard binary representation of z padded on 
the left with enough zeros to extend the string to exactly Ar-bits. 
2. If —2^'^"'^) < z < 0 then then tckiz) is the standard binary representation of 2*^ + 2 
which will be exactly fc-bits long. 
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This representation is important because for operands and restdts in the specified 
domain and range it preserves the basic arithmetic operations. With this domain and 
range it is one-to-one and onto, and is therefore invertible. In the theorem we use this 
inverse somewhat loosely by left-truncating longer cirguments cind left-padding shorter 
arguments to mcike exactly k bits before applying to elements of {0,1}'. 
Lemma 5.3.5. 
If Q is a quantum Turing machine with polynomial time-bound ^(n), and if the values 
for 5 are computable to accuracy in time polynomial in n, then there exist an 
NTM N and a polynomial g(n) such that for all x, 
<cJ(|^l)(#acc(iV,x)) = • Pr{Q accepts x). 
Proof. 
Let q and c satisfy the hypotheses. By Lemma 5.3.3 we may assimie that the 
transition function of Q assumes real values. We first will define a nondeterministic 
Turing machine N. The intuition behind N is that we take a computation tree for 
Q and 'integerize' it by multiplying the amplitudes by a suitably large power of two 
and rounding. Since some of the transition amplitudes may be negative we use a two's 
complement encoding of these integers of a sufficient length, g{n), so that no overflow 
occurs when we midtiply q{n) of these amplitudes together. An arc in the computation 
tree of Q with (now) unsigned integer amplitude m is replicated in N m times along 
with the subtree to which it leads so that as we proceed down the computation tree, the 
number of paths in N encodes the product of the amplitudes along the corresponding 
path in Q. 
The algorithm for ^ is as follows. 
begin N(x) 
1. Compute the values of 5, and hence also D{S) to precision 
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2. Convert the values from step 2 to integers by multiplying by and rounding. 
Call these values S' and D'{S). Let n(|x|) be maximum of the bit lengths of the 
absolute values of these integers. Define <7(|x|) = (n(|x() + l)g(|x(). 
3. Convert the values from step 2 to two's complement using a 5r(|x|)-bit representa­
tion. Call these values 5" and D"{S). 
4. Nondetenninistically select an accepting configuration e for Q{x). 
5. for fc = 1 to 2 do SubQ(e,g(|x|),fc) 
end (N) 
Intuitively, steps 1 through 3 compute the two's complements of the 'integerized' am­
plitudes. Step 4 will allow us to perform a simple sum over the accepting configurations 
and step 5 will square the number paths since we trace from accepting configuration 
to initial configuration twice. The SubQ procedure below traces a path from accepting 
state back to the initial state in such a way that the number of paths encodes the product 
of the amplitudes along such a path. Recall that the length function g is long enough 
so that we can multiply g(n)-many n-bit numbers without overflowing the encoding. 
begin SubQ(ei, t, fc); 
1. if < = 0 and fc = 1 and e,- = inUQ{x) then return 
2. if f = 0 and k  =  2  and e,- = initQ{ x )  then accept 
3. if < = 0 and e,- ^ initQ(x) then reject 
4. if t ^  0 then 
(a) Nondeterministically select a configuration ey such that ^ 0. i.e., an ej 
which can reach e,- in a single transition. 
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(b) Nondeterministically select from D'-^ majiy identical branches each 
o f  w h i c h  e x e c u t e s  S u b Q ( e j ,  t  —  l , k )  
end SubQ. 
Step 1 of SubQ returns us from the subroutine to perform the second iteration of the 
loop in step 5 of algorithm N. Steps 2 and 3 of SubQ match accepting configurations of 
Q with accepting paths in N and step 4 multiplies the number of paths in N so their 
number encodes the product of the amplitudes along the corresponding path in Q. 
By ^paths{e, /, t) we meaji the number of paths in N corresponding to a computation 
from configuration e to configuration / of length Hn Q. 
We claim that the number of such paths in N satisfies 
We prove this by induction on t .  
If i = 0 then the quantum Turing machine is in the initiaJ configuration, initQ{ x ) .  
Hence, there is exactly one path, namely the empty path, from initqlx) to e,- exactly 
when e," = initQ{x). There is no path otherwise. Further, = 1 exactly when 
e,- = initqi^x) eind 0 otherwise so the claim is true for i = 0. 
Assume that the claim holds for < — 1, i.e., suppose that 
e,-, t ) )  =  •  u(''(x)[z]. 
Then 
i(^a(\x\)^ii'P(^i^hs{initQ{x), e,-, t)) 
n i t Q { x ) , e j , t  -  1 )  
^ S ( W )  2 1  •  H ' P a t h s i i n i t Q i x ) ,  e , ,  t  - 1) 
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3 
= 2'='-'°8('®I^ • Y, Dji • u<'-^^(x)[i'] 
3 
= 2^-'°8(l®').u<')(z)[i]. 
Thus by induction the first claim is proven. 
Using this claim we complete the proof of this lemma coimting the number of ac­
cepting paths for N. 
^S(lxl)(#°cc(iNr,x)) 
= ^S(|xi) H {if'PO.'ths{initQ{x),ei,q{\x\))f 
\e.- accepting 
= 5^ {tc-^{ii^paths{initQ{x),ei,q{\x\))))^ 
ci accepting 
e, accepting 
= . Pr(Q accepts x) 
Thus the lemma is proven. • 
With these lemmas we can prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.3.6. 
BQP[ECF] C 
Proof. 
Let L be a language in BQP[ECF]- Without loss of generality we may cisstmie by 
Lemma 5.3.3 that L is accepted by a quantum Turing machine having a real-valued 
transition fimction. If these values axe in Ecp then they satisfy the hypotheses of Lemma 
5.3.5. Lemma 5.3.4 tells us that the computation of L is not affected by our choice of 
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the Cauchy functions representing the amplitudes. Let Q be a quantum Turing machine 
computing L, having amplitudes in ECFJ and having polynomial time-boimd q{n). Let 
N be the NTM given by Lemma 5.3.5 associated with Q. Let h(x) be the counting 
function associated with N. Since N is a. polynomial time-bounded NTM, h € #P. 
From Lemma 5.3.5 Pr{Q accepts x) = tc~^{h{x)) • Thus we can 
compute Pr{Q accepts x) in polynomial time with one query to h{x) and accept x if 
Pr{Q accepts x) exceeds one-half and reject otherwise. Thus, L is in • 
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CHAPTER 6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE 
DIRECTIONS 
In Chapter 3 we explored the properties of the BP/jP classes. We determined that 
for biases 0 that are rational, pncomputable, or BPPcomputable, the class BP/jP is 
equal to the cleiss BPP. We also showed that there are /?'s for which BPP is a proper 
subset of BP/jP. The /3's that we used to show this were potentially noncomputable. 
It would seem that this amount of complexity in the bias is overkill. We would like to 
show that there are biases which only slightly more complex than BPP-computable, say 
probabilistic exponential-time computable, for which the separation holds. 
We also explored the relationships between BPP and BP^gP. For real numbers ^ ^ 7 
we would also like to begin exploring the relationship between BP^P and BP^P. One 
direction would be to consider this relationship when 7 is BP/jP-computable. 
In Chapter 3 we dealt only with a single bias. We would also like to begin exploring 
the "pocketful of change" distributions where one has a finite number of biases to use 
to create the probability distribution for the witnesses. 
Our main result in Chapter 4, the Bias Equivalence Theorem, says that every strongly 
positive, P-computable, coin-toss probability measure 1/ is equivalent to the uniform 
probability measure /i, in the sense that 
VpiC) = 0 fJ-piC) = 0 
for all classes C € F, where F is a family that contains P, NP, co-NP, R, BPP, P/Poly, 
PH and many other classes of interest. It would be illuminating to learn more about 
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which probability measures are, and which probability measures are not, equivalent to 
fi in this sense. 
In Chapter 5 we proposed a definition of BQP based on the computational complexity 
of the amplitudes associated with the quantum transition function. It is cleax that 
until recently researchers were paying insufficient attention to the complexity of these 
quantities. We believe that our definition makes this difficulty explicit. 
As with probabilistic computation using biased-coin distributions, the ability to in­
advertently encode extra information in the quantum parameters means we must be 
vigilant against this possibility. K we wish to use probabilistic or quantimi methods to 
represent what is 'feasible' then we must make sure that we do not hide excess power in 
these pajaxneters. 
Quantum computation is an area of research whose star is on the rise. We believe 
that there is a very real possibility of a major paradigm shift in computer science when 
the problems of implementing quantum methods are overcome. The construction of 
quantum machines would allow the practical solution of problems now considered beyond 
our reach with deterministic and even probabilistic techniques. 
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